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News In Brief
City school board candidates
slated to be at forum Tuesday
There will be a forum on Tuesday, Oct. 28, to acquaint the
public with the views of individuals who have announced candidacy for the Board of Education for the Murray Independent
School District. The election is on Tuesday, Nov. 4.
There are six candidates for three positions open on the fivemember board. Members of the Murray Board are elected atlarge.
Running for re-election are Doris Cella, Tommy Rushing and
Mike Baker, while Jerry Fulton, Vernon Gantt and Steve Sammons are running for the first time.
All six candidates have agreed to attend the forum, scheduled for 7:30-9 p.m. in the auditorium of Murray Middle School. The
format allows the candidates five minutes individual presentations, followed by a question-and-answer session.
The forum is sponsored by the PTOs of Murray Elementary
School, Murray Middle School and Murray High School.

Elsewhere...
By the Asseeksted Press

HANOVER, N.H. — Sherman Adams, who once ran the country as "assistant president" to Dwight D. Eisenhower, but whose
political power ended in a scandal over a vicuna coat, died today
at a hospital. He was 87. Mary Hitchcock,Memorial Hospital
spokeswoman Annie Proubc said Adams died at 8 a.m. of
respiratory arrest and renal failure.
ASSISI, Italy — United in a quest for peace, Pope John Paul II
and leaders of the world's 11 major non-Christian religions —
from African animists to Japanese Shintoists — fast and pray in
Assisi today.
WASHINGTON — Syria was not behind the attempted bombing
of an Israeli jetliner, despite British charges to the contrary, according to the Syrian foreign minister, who says the U.S. decision
to call home its ambassador is understandable.
TOKYO — A Thai jetliner carrying 247 people plunges, five
miles toward Earth before stabilizing, an awful reminder of the
crash of a Japanese airliner last year into a mountain. Sixty-two
people were injured in the incident, which ended safely when the
plane landed at Osaka airportLONDON — A revolution in the London stock market starts to.,
day with the' Big Bang," the deregulation of trading on the Stock
Exchange. Brokers will cut commission prices in fierce competition for business as dealing extends on computer screens far
beyond the exchange floor.
WASHINGTON — The armed services are preparing detailed
recommendations for suitable sites in the United States to train
Contra troops after Costa Rica, El Salvador and Honduras all objected to the use of their territory,The Washington Post reported
today.
LONDON — Britain's ruling party shudders after another sex
scandal forces the resignation of deputy chairman Jeffrey Archer, a millionaire best-selling author. The Times of London says
the Archer case and the 1983 resignation of Cabinet minister Cecil
Parkinson over his illegitimate child bode poorly for the
Margaret Thatcher government.
NEW YORK — Many youngsters, especially the poor, wander
aimlessly through school and never reach college because of a
worsening scarcity of counselors, concludes a two-year College
Board study released today.
ORLANDO, Fla. — A new form of therapy for the families of
schizophrenics has improved the emotional climate in certain
families and sharply reduced the schizophrenics' relapse rates,
new studies show.
WASHINGTON — More than 90 percent of the contracts awarded in fiscal 1985 and 1986 for the Strategic Defense Initiative went
to contractors located in states with senators who sit on the two
key Senate committees that vote funds for the anti-missile
defense program, a new study shows.
PHILADELPHDI — Today is Terry Anderson's second birthday in captivity in Lebanon, and hundreds of children who don't
care about international politics are sending cards to remind him
and five other hostages they are not forgotten.
Today's highlight in history: One hundred years ago, on Oct.
27, 1886, the musical fantasy "A Night on Bald Mountain,"
originally written by Modest Mussorgsky in 1867 and revised
after his death by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, was performed in
St. Petersburg, Russia.
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YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers, who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to call 753-1916 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.nt. Saturday.
Office Hours — S a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, a.m.-1?
p.m. Saturday.

Roser named
Homecoming
Queen
Amy Roser, a junior from Carml, Hi., was crowned
Homecoming Queen at MSU
Saturday. At right, Rosser accepts congratulations from
MSU President Dr. Kahs
Stroup. Above is the Homecoming Court of Tonya Turner,
Gracey; Valerie Mater, Memphis, Tenn.; Roster; Monica
Hobbs, Cunningham; and
Roches, Perry, of Murray.

Ma5 pastas by David Teak

Gorbachev says U.S. misrepresenting summit
MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev today criticized what he called
"gross misrepresentation" by
Washington of the Reykjavik
summit and repeated that
weapons in space must be linked
with other nuclear arms issues
However, Gorbachev said
there was room for negotiation
on arms control, despite the
breakdown of his talks in
Iceland with President Reagan
His comments came in a state-

ment issued through the Tass
news agency that was addressed
to the organizers of a writers'
meeting in Sofia, Bulgaria. Tass
said the writers asked Gorbachev for his vision of the
future of mankind.
The Communist Party general
secretary said arms control was
the main priority of Kremlin
foreign policy, citing his government's 14 I4 -month -old
moratorium on nuclear weapons
tests.

"At the recent meeting with
the U.S. president in Reykjavik,
the Soviet side put on the table
the text of inter-linked proposals" on arms control, Gorbachev said.
The main points in the Soviet
proposals made in Iceland, he
said, were an initial 50 percent
cut in strategic nuclear
weapons, elimination of all
medium-range missiles in
Europe, a ban on testing of
space weapons and a nuclear

test ban.
"If the American side had accepted the package, a real pro-,
cess of the elimination of
nuclear weapons would have got
under way," he said.
After the Oct. 11-12 !summit,
both sides said Gorbachev and
Reagan agreed in principle on a
50 percent strategic weapons cut
and on removing medium-range
missiles from Europe. But they
(Ceat'd as page 2)

Paducah only Kentucky city in photo book
Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy with
patchy dense morning fog.
Low 45 to 50. Light wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny and
pleasant.
Extended Forecast
Mostly cloudy Wednesday.
Mostly sunny Thursday and
Friday. High in the 80s. Low
In the 40s.
LAKE LEVELS
358 8
Kentucky Lake
355 6
Barkley Lake

PADUCAH,Ky.(AP) — From
birth to death,from morning until night, Bob Shapiro ran the
gamut in securing Paducah a
spotlight in history.
The businessman's vivid color
pictures of pre-dawn newborns
at Western Baptist Hospital and
a dimly-lit funeral home at dusk
are featured in a pair of twopage spreads in "One Day USA,
A Self-Portrait of America's
Citiee.,;;;J
Paducah was the only Kentucky city featured in the book,
In which thousands of amateur
and professional photographers,
in 200 American cities competed'

•

to capture the special, the unique or just the commonplace of
their respective towns.
The event took place from
12:01 a.m, until midnight last
March 20, the first day of spring,
and the project was sponsored
by the United States Conference
of Mayors.
"I wanted to photograph
something that could be postively identifying as occuring on
the first day of spring," Shapiro,
who took about 380 frames, said.
Pictures from around the
Country ranged from the
panoramic beauty of snow
capped mountains behind

Brigham Young University's
Cougar Stadium in Provo, Utah,
to the neon glitter of nighttime
Minneapolis, Minn., shot from a
high-rise office building.
There were late-night discos,
early-morning coffee shops,
rush-hour traffic, schools, ghettos, courthouses, everyday
workers, kids, dogs and old
folks.
"To be the only city in Kentucky in the bcsok is nice," said
Paducah Mayor Joe Viterier
"That's sort of a first and I feel
good about it.'
Shapiro began by prearrsuigbig the pictures he took in the

hospital nursery.
"When I walked into the room,
they put me in a gown and I was
immediately just overwhelmed
by a circle of nurses rocking
babies. I photographed that.
then shot a couple of rolls of a
baby in an Incubator."
Of the three Shapiro photos
published in the book, the incubator shot is one of them.
A close look at the picture
reveals the baby's time of birth
on a card: 12:28 a.m.., March 20.
That evening, Shapiro
photographed downtown
(Cont'd 01? page 2)
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Murrayan is
involved in
accident in
Benton friday

Marion Blankenship of Hardin was taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital this morning for injuries
received when her car (left photo) left the roadway, apparently flipped over and traveled about 100
yards down an embankment. The Murray Fire Department vechile (top center, background) is parked
at the spot here car left Ky. 407 (Harbor Hill Marina road). That accident occurred about 8 a.m. The
ambulance that was transporting Blankenship to MCiCH WWI involved in an accident in front of the
Lakeway convenience store as it was rushing to the hospital (photo above). County sheriff J. D.
Williams said a car driven by John R.Pruitt of Almo apparently turned left in front of the ambulance as
it was attempting to pass Pruitt'. car. Neither ambulance attendant was injured according to an MCCH
spokesman. Blankenship was transferred to a second ambulance and taken to the hospital where she
was said to be in satisfactory condition undergoing treatment in the emergency room. Pruitt was also
taken to the hospital for treatment of injuries.
NMI pbolos by Geo. MoCuiebein

Anderson marks'
Paducah...
second birthday (Cont'd from page 1)
businesses, including Kennedy's
in captivity
Funeral Home, which is painted
in soft blues, reds, greens and
in Lebanon
yellows. The Kennedy picture
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — As
Terry Anderson spends a second
birthday in captivity today, hundreds of children hope to launch
a nationwide campaign to send
messages of love and caring to
the six American hostages in
Lebanon.
Anderson's sister, Peggy Say
of Batavia, N.Y., who last year
sent birthday greetings to her
brother via Lebanese television,
decided to join the humanitarian
foundation No Greater Love in
asking children across the country to send birthday cards to the
hostages. Anderson turns 39
today.
About 500 students at St. FrancisDeSales School in
Philadelphia already have put
their thoughts in cards, some-,
limple and others carrying
tpecial messages, said Sister
33nstance Marie, the school's
principal.
"We have children from 19
countries in our school, and
some of them have known What
it's like to live in fear," Sister
Constance Marie said Sunday.

was also one of many twilight
shots Shapiro used to make a
separate color essay.
The time, 6:15 p.m., is marked
on Kennedy's clock, a fixture on
the southeast corner of the
funeral home for many years.
"I consider myself a fine arts
photographer more than a
photojournalist," Shapiro said.
"I usually work a long time on
my pictures, so this was a
challenge in that it was a photojournalistic endeavor."
It was also a chance for some
national exposure. The Paducah
Art Guild, of which Shapiro is a
member, encouraged him to
take part in the project.
The book has 280 color and 63
black-and-white pictures
published for the first time.
They are arranged in
chronological order, documenting America's metamorphosis
from sunrise to sundown. Interwoven are comments from
mayors and former mayors of 25
cities, as well as speech quotes
from Ronald Reagan and
George Bush.

agree to limit space weapons
testing and research "to the
laboratory" for 10 years.
"The situation after the Reyk(Cont'd from page I)
*Mk meeting, in spite of the
said the talks broke down over
Well-known provocative actiont
the future of the U.S. "Star
of the U.S. administration anc
Wars" space-based missile
the gross misrepresentation of
defense program, and each side
what came to pass at the Iceland
blamed the other for the failure
meeting, still offers opporto achieve an agreement.
tunities for a search for soluThe United States wants to
tions," Gorbachev said.
have the right to test space
His phrase "provocative acweapons components, while
tions" refers to the superGorbachev wanted Reagan to
powers' exchange of diplomatic
expulsions, initiated by the U.S.
Drder expelling 25 Soviets based
at the United Nations. The exchange ended last week after the
Soviets stripped U.S. missions in
the Soviet Union of their Soviet
staff.
Gorbachev has said Reagan
Vic Muller, general manager _
of Murray Cablevision, recently also agreed to a subsequent
announced his resignation hem phase in which all long-range
nuclear weaponry would be
that post, effective Nov. 7.
eliminated.
Muller, who was unavailable
But Reagan has said he
for comment, will assume the
to eliminate only
agreed
for
Manager
position of General
ATC's Green Bay Wisconsin ballistic missiles fired from land
and sea, leaving some cruise
cable system effective Nov. 10.
In his letter of resignation missiles on heavy bombers.
During the weekend, two
Muller said, "I leave knowing
the staff of Murray Cablevision Soviet officials read what they
is fully capable and prepared to claimed were statements made
continue offering excellent ser- by Reagan that supported the
Soviet version of events. But the
vice to all of our subscribers."
Jim Garrison, chairman of the White House on Sunday conCablevision Commission was tradicted the Soviets'
statements.
also unavailable for comment.

Gorbachev...

Letter notes move
for cable manager
effective Nov. 7

Fall bright
corduroy blazer.
VI+

1999

Orig. $29. A seasonal favorite in a choice of
colors. 100% cotton corduroy blazer is fully
lined and classically tailored. Misses' sizes.

Save $8 on our
wool blend skirt.

Sale15.99
Orig. $24. Misses wool/polyester/acrylic
skirt makes a perfect match with a blazer
Elastic waist and side pockets.
Assorted plaids

Attention Kids!
Come to our store
and get your free
Halloween Trick or
Treat Bag. Compliments
of McGruff® the
Crime Dog. Hurry,
while supply lasts.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Confer
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-900-222-6161

JCPenne

A transport truck owned by a
Murray firm and driven by Kenneth A. Gremore, 25, of Murray,
was involved in an accident in
Benton Friday night that blocked traffic for more than an hour.
Gremore was treated at Marshall County Hospital and
released.
According to a spokesman
with the Benton Police Department,.the accident occurred at
about 11 p.m. as Gremore was
northbound on Main Street between 21st and 22nd streets. The
truck reportedly hit a pool of
water, slid into a ditch and a tree
and sheared a telephone pole
before striking another tree and
jackknifing, landing across the
ditch.
Police diverted traffic in the
vicinity of the accident because
of 250 gallons of spilled diesel
fuel and motor oil.
Officials from the state Environmental Protection Cabinet
office in Paducah were called to
pump fuel and oil from the ditch,
the officer said, which took until
about 4 a.m.
The truck is reportedly owned
by Murray Silica Sand, Inc.

Colleges, universities to
observe education week
More than 1,000 colleges and
universities in the United States
and Canada will be observing the
fifth annual National Higher
Education Week sponsored by the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE)
Oct. 25-31.
Focused on a "Use Your Liberty to Learn" theme, the observance this year was planned in
conjunction with the celebration
of Liberty Day and the rededication of the Statue of Liberty on
Tuesday, Oct. 28.
Each university in the Kentucky system of higher education
has been urged by the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education
(CHE) to plan activities and to
disseminate information to the
media which will heighten
awareness of Higher Education
Week.
Mayors and county judgeexecutives in Kentucky have also
been asked by the CHE to proclaim Higher Education Week
locally and "to urge all citizens
and organizations to recognize

and honor higher education" during the week.
A CASE-sponsored ceremony
In Washington, D.C.,on Oct. 28 as
part of the week's activities will
honor 14 volunteers from across
the country for their contribuCASE-member
to
tions
Institutions.
Among those to be recognized
is Sid Easley of Murray, who was
selected to receive a Silver Medal
In the 1986 Volunteer of the Year
national competition. Easley is a
1962 alumnus of Murray State
University and a former president of its Alumni Association.
He served as chairman for the
community-based fund-raising
drive that exceeded a $2.5 million
goal and led to the designation of
the Murray State campus as the
site for the National Museum of
the Boy Scouts of America.
Easley was nominated by Murray State for a volunteer award.
CASE, the largest education
association in the country, is
made up of 2,800 member
Institutions.

Joint proclamation designates
Higher Education Week locally
proclamation
joint
A
designating Oct. 26-31 as Higher
Education Week has been signed
by Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
and Calloway County JudgeExecutive George H. Weaks.
More than 1,000 colleges and
universities in the United States
and Canada are partkcipating in
the fifth annual national observance sponsored by the Council
for Advancement and Support of
Education. The theme is "Use
Your Liberty to Learn."
The proclamation reads:
Whereas, the colleges and
universities of Kentucky have a
long and praiseworthy history of
educating men and women who
have made significant contributions to the intellectual, cultural
and economic welfare of this
community; and
Whereas, these colleges and

universities offer a broad range
of opportunities to the citizens of
this community; and
Whereas, this city and county
receive many benefits from the
research and public service activities of Kentucky's higher
education institutions;
Now, therefoi-e we, Holmes
Ellis, mayor of the city of Murray

and George H. Weaks, judgeexecutive of Calloway County, do
proclaim the week of Oct. 25-31,
1988, to be Higher Education
Week and to urge all citizens and
organizations to recognize and
honor higher education in some
special ways during this week
and to recommit themselves to
the encouragement and support
of these institutions which mean
so much to this community and
its people.

Otto Vag to be featured as
part of lecture tour atIVISU
Otto Vag, professor of history
and education at Eoetvoes
Lorand University in Budapest,
Hungary, will be at Murray State
University Oct. 26-30 as part of an
American lecture tour.
Vag will give an informal lecture at 7:30 p.m. Monday, Oct. 27,
in the Mississippi Room of the
Currier Center on campus.
"Reflections on the Hungarian
School System" will be his topic.
He will discuss early childhood
Hungary,
in
education
mathematics, schools in Hungary
and contrasting verbal and
nonverbal communication styles
across cultures in education
Classes at Murray State Oct.
27-28.
Vag will also speak for Pi
Alpha Theta, Murray State's
honorary history society about
Marxism in Hungary.
Fluent in English, German and
Hungarian. Vag has spoken about
the history of education in 13
countries. His research interests
are 20th century educational
of
history
the
issues,
preschool/early childhood educe-

lagerniMPPW

lion and educational biography.
Vag has taught at both the
university and gymnasium levels
and at the Kalocsa Teacher
Training Institute.
He has authored several books
and is on the editorial board for
the scholarly journals Vitae
Paedagogica
Scholasticae,
Historica and for the International Newsletter for the History
of Educition.
Vag's credentials include
membership in the World
Association of Educational
Research and his position as
chairman for the International
Standing Conference for the
History of Education.
The Committee on Nonformal
Education of Murray State's
Center for International Programs invited Vag to speak at
Murray State. Dieter Jedan, an
assistant professor in the Department of Foreign Languages,
chairs the committee. Persons interested in more information
about Vag's visit may call Jedan
at (502) 762-4522.
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A hectic
session
How to describe the 99th
session of Congress? Was it a
noisy and fractious melodrama with everything wrapped
up nicely at final curtain?
Was it a huffing, puffing little
engine that could — once it
struggled to the top of its
daunting legislative agenda
and glimpsed mid-term elections just down the track?
Was it "Rawhide," with
drovers Dole and O'Neill
overcoming storm and
stampede, infighting and impasse, to get the herd to
Dodge on time?
However we describe the
complicated, messy and often
frustrating exercise in democracy that came to an end
last weekend, we have to
admit that much was accomplished.
On the domestic front, for
example, Congress gave final
approval to a massive tax-reform package, which the
president has signed. It
passed a landmark immigration bill, the product of a decade's work. It sent to the
president legislation expanding a national effort to clean
up toxic wastes at a cost of $9
billion, as well as a bill to extend the Clean Water Act for
eight years and to provide $18
billion for sewage treatment.
Lawmakers also-tried to connation's drug probfront
a bill authorizing
with
lem
billion
worth of anti-drug
$1.7
enforcement and education

the

Dropped anchor
mystery unsolved

programs.
In foreign affairs and national security, Congress took
upon itself the task of dealing
with South Africa, when the
Reagan administration was
reluctant to impose sanctions.
It also pushed the administration to disassociate itself
from the Marcos government
in the Philippines. And it
began to take an interest in
arms-control issues when the
administration seemed less
than enthusiastic about
reaching an agreement with
the Soviets.
Much remains to be done.
The budget deficit, of course,
is the most pressing problem
that's not going away. Congress used "smoke and mirrors" to pretend to meet
Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction targets, but we're further from a balanced budget
than ever. Economists
predict a deficit hovering
around $172 billion next year.
Next year, says Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, RKan., "we won't be able to
avoid being serious about the
deficit." That has a certain
ring of "Gone With the Wind"
procrastination to it, though
we hope Dole is right. If he is,
we'll see a new 100th Congress — and the Reagan administration — giving serious
consideration to a realistic
combination of budget cuts
and tax increases. Smoke and
mirrors just won't do.

I give up. After wading through
However, one of the aliens —
about 3,000 readers' solutions to
the only one who knows the electhe mysterious beitting of Dan
tronic frequency — enjoys being
Rather, I have to mark the file
an earth creature and doesn't
"unsolved."
want to leave. As one writer put
As you may remember, I
it: "Maybe on his planet, they
became intrigued by the Rather
didn't have sex, booze or pizza."
case — which involved two wellSo this alien, who has taken the
dressed strangers pummeling "name Kenneth, sneaks away and
him on Park Avenue, while say- leaves his pals stranded. They
ing "What is the frequency, Kenhang around New York until they
neth?"
spot someone resembling him —
So I invited any would-be
the unfortunate Dan Rather.
Sherlock Holmes to play armThey attack and demand that he
chair detective and offer a logical
reveal the frequency.
solution.
I bounced the Stranded Alien
I've discovered there are far
theory off a female investigative
more Stephen Spielberg and
reporter. She shook her head and
George Lucas movie fans out
said: "No way. If these creatures
there, than followers of Holmes'
are intelligent enough to travel
adventures.
through space, with the power to
I estimate that at least oneassume human form, why the
fourth of the solutions went
heck would any of them want to
something like this:
look like Dan Rather, when they
Aliens from another planet
could just as easily look like
came to earth and took human
Robert Redford or Paul
form, as they so often do in
Newman?"
science fiction films.
So much for that solution.
But in order tosteturn to their
Another large group of sleuths
native galaxy, they must radio
came up with various drug pedtheir mother ship to come get dling theories. Someone who
them or somehow transport looked like Rather knew the radio
themselves along an electronic frequency to signal a plane or
beam.
ship that carried a load of

something to sniff that it was OK
to land.
I asked a narcotics cop about it.
He said: "Why would anybody go
to all that bother? You can go to
South America, dress up like Santa Claus, fill your bag with coke,
get on a commercial flight, land
In this country, and walk right in
saying ho-ho-ho."
Then there is the loan-shark
theory. A New Yorker assured
me that the local sharks use the
word "frequency" to describe
payments. So Rather was
mistaken for a dead-beat named
Kenneth, etc., etc.
The trouble with that theory is
that several New Yorkers — including a cop — told me they
have never heard the word "frequency" usedthat way. The cop
said: "When they want to
describe a payment,they use the
word payment. Do you think we
have illiterate loan sharks?"
Several dozen others saw it this
way:
Someone named Kenneth
knows a secret radio frequency
that is essential to some sort of
criminal activity. But Kenneth
cannot be found. The criminals
want to get word to him that they

Looking back
Ten years ago
Psychic David Hoy entertained participants at Fall Travel
Conference which opened
yesterday at Kanlake State
Park.
The Pre-Dental Club at Murray State University has taken
as a project the task of instructing students at North and East
Calloway Elementary Schools in
the proper care of their teeth.
Miss Melisa Byers, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Gus
Byers, and Jerry Stark, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Stark,
were recently married at Union
Hill Church of Christ.
Marine Cpl. Robert ID.
Yeager, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Finley of Rt. 6, Murray,
participated in exercise, "Bonded Item," in North Sea.
Twenty years ago
Alpha Gamma Delta, international fraternity for college and
university women, will install its
95th chapter at Murray State
University the weekend of Oct.
28-30.
Tony Thomas, Melissa
Trevathan, Ben Humphrey,
Paula Allbritten and Betsy
Sprunger, all of Murray, have
bee elected to class officers at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a girl
to Sonny and Linnie Hooks, Oct.
20; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Crouch and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Benny Goheen, Oct. 21; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Childress, Oct. 22.
Emma Sue Hutson and her
daughter, Ada Sue Hutson,
presented a humorous and
meaningful episode in the "Life
of a Teen-Ager and Joy of
Parenthood" at a meeting of
Kirksey School PTA on Oct. 25.
Thirty years ago
Counselor S.R. Striganov ot

PAGE 3

urgently need the frequency.
So they decide to bash a famous
person while asking the strange
question, knowing that it will
receive nation-wide publicity and
Kenneth will get their message.
In arguing for this theory, one
writer said: "Look at the money
they saved in not having to place
all those ads in the personals sections."
And there were the many suggestions that the thugs weren't
really saying: "What is the frequency, Kenneth." Rather, his
brain addled by the punches,
misunderstood them.
They included:
A couple of visiting conventioners who drank too much,
didn't like New York, and punched him for the fun of it, while saying: "What freaks in this city,
Kenneth."
A pair of dope fiends who
mistook him for a dealer and
were asking: "Where's the
freakin' C, Kenneth?"
Two ordinary, New York
sadists, out to satisfy their cruelty on any helpless stranger, and
while bashing him, one says:
"Watch the freak wince — see,
Kenneth?"
So we don't have a clear-cut
solution. But at least one reader
came up with a better name for
the mystery."
He wrote: "I think Dr. Watson
might have called it: 'The Case
of the Dropped Anchor."
And I'm grateful to Wayne
Wille,a Chicagoan,for correcting
me on my usage of "Quick, Watson, the game is afoot"
He said thatisn't what Holmes
really said.
"Watson walked in one day and
found Holmes lying upon his sofa
and playing This Little Piggy
with his toes.
"Watson asked Holmes:'What
are you doing?'
"Holmes replied:'Quick, Watson, the foot is a game."

Thoughts in season
Russian Embassy in
Washington, D.C., spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club.
Also speaking were First
Secretary of Embassy Alexander Oustinov and Second
Secretary of Embassy V.
Lobacher.
Don Gilbert, Robert Young,
Max Morgan, James Enix and
Billie Bazzell, all of Calloway
County, are among 11 pledges of
Company G, Third Regiment of
national honorary society of
Pershing Rifles at Murray State
College.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. John Thomas
Murdock, Oct. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Melugin
have been the recent guests of
their daughter, Carolyn of
Dallas, Texas, and their son,
Lee Ross Melugin of Bangor,
Maine.
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By Ken Wolf
Here are two thoughts on happiness, one focused on love and
the other on justice. The first
comes from Leo Tolstoy and the
second from Plato:
The only certain happiness
in life is to live for others.
Only the just man is happy;
injustice will involve
unhappiness.

Letter to the editor

KEA urges defeat of superintendent amendment
Dear Editor;
In the array of suggested
changes to Kentucky's educational system, the question of
whether our Superintendent of
Public Instruction will be
elected or appointed is, we
believe, of minor importance. Of
much greater concern to Kentucky teachers are such questions as How can we prevent so
many of our students from dropping out of school?, How can we
survive economically as career
teachers?, and How can we
teach effectively when too often
we have too many students in
substandard classrooms with inadequate materials and with insufficient public support?
Although we, in the Kentucky
Education Association, don't
believe the prime educational
question facing Kentuckians is
the appointment of our
Superintendent, we know the
question is before us once again
and it is one about which we
have a definite opinion.
Kentucky's teachers don't
believe that the answer to
education excellence lies in
changing from a superintendent
elected by the people to a
superintendent appointed by the
State Board of Education,
which, in turn, is appointed by
the Governor.
KEA's opposition to proposed
constitutional amendment #1
stems from our belief in a very
simple concept. We believe that
the people of Kentucky should
have a direct voice in who runs
the state's schools. Under the
proposed amendment, Kentucky's voters would be three
steps removed from the
superintendent, who would be
accountable only to other appointed office holders and not
directly responsible to Kentucky
taxpayers.
KEA would favor the amendment is the superintendent were
to be appointed by a board of
education elected by the people,
as is done in twelve other states.

The proposed amendment would
mean that both the state board
and the superintendent are appointed. That establishes entirely to much distance between the
voters and the person in charge
of the most important and most
expensive public activity in the
is state.
Some say that an appointed
superintendent will take politics
out of education. Frankly, we
don't see politics and education
as necessarily imcompatible.
Education is a public endeavor,
needing public involvment, and
politics is the assurance of that
Involvement.
Politics is the force that runs
this state. It drives agriculture,
roads, health care and education
In Kentucky.
Our experience tells us that
gubernatorial appointments in
this state are just as political as
elected officials, so appointing
the superintendent will only
change the number of political
players in this process.
We believe this important
selection should be made
through broad-based election,
not made by a handful of individuals who are themselves
appointed.
Kentucky's 180 local school
superintendents are all appointed. Yet no one has ever contended that these people are not
political. Indeed, tl ey
z are
among the most po itically
powerful and active ci ens in
the state.
Correcting the abuses of
political patronage is one thing,
silencing the Kentucky voter is
quite another.
- KEA agrees with the belief
that Kentucky needs professional management of its educational system. In fact, we
believe Kentucky voters also
share this belief and have put it
into action by electing highlyqualified professionals to this
important job. Such
superintendents as Lyman
Ginget, Harry Sparks, Robert

Martin and Alice McDonald
come to mind. KEA strongly
challenges the claim that a
gubernatorially-appointed
school board can do better in
selecting a superintendent than
the people fo the Commonwealth
have done.
KEA also agrees with the
belief that Kentucky needs continuity in its educational leadership. Through 'history, transistions between elected
superintendents have been
relatively smooth, with many
employees of the Department of
Education serving through
numerous administrations.
KEA also sees the need,
however, for innovative leadership and fresh ideas. Productive, occasional changes in
leadership can boost Kentucky's
historically poor education
system. Case in point: in spite of
the media's preoccupation with
Alice McDonald's personal style
and the persistent speculation
about her political aspirations,
we believe Alice McDonald has
been a vigorous and dynamic
education' leader in her current
role. She has tackled the job during the most dramatic period of
educational "reform" ever to
confrong Kentuckians. While it
is apparently upsetting to some,
it is reassuring to us that Ms.
McDonald has managed to
break from the mold of governance by "good ole boys."
An appointed superintendent
would not necessarily provide
continuity to serve any longer
term than the current four-year
term of elected superintendents.
The amendment, as proposed,
would make it possible for the
superintendent to serve up to
five years. Although this term
could be extended by the board,
the term could also be shorter
than even four years, since the
superintendent would serve at
the pleasure of the board. If the
prime objective is to provide
continuity, the same could have
been accomplished by a con-

stitutional amendment which
would have made the
superintendent eligible for reelection by the voters of the
state.
We have also heard the charge
that appointing the superintendent will take that position out of
the hands of political actions
committees. In the first place,
we don't believe that an elected
superintendent is in the hands of
PAC's anymore than are the
other constitutional officers or
individual legislators in this
state.
In the second place, we reject
the notion that there is
something improper about the
role of PAC's. PAC's are simply
groups of individual, voluntary
contributors who cannot afford
to give large political contributions. By joining together these
individual contributors can
make their collective voices
heard. Through PAC's,
thousands of individuals who
might not otherwise participate
In the political process become
active. The alternative is that a
few wealthy individuals control
the political system.

1••••••
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We believe that the move
away from popular election of
the superintendent will be a step
In the wrong direction — a step
toward control of education in
this state by an elite few rather
than toward quality education
governed by the people who support it with their tax dollars and
their commitment.
KEA joins with Kentucky's
PTA in the insistence that the
public's right to full political
participation should be preserved We vote NO on Amendment
01
We urge you to do the same!
Larry Diebold
Executive Director
Kentucky Education
Association
401 Capital Avenue
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-292-9480
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Senior trip planned
Jackie Weatherford has announced a trip for
senior citizens and friends. This will be a day trip
to Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday, Dec. 13, where
the group will visit the Minnie Pearl Museum
and spend the afternoon at the Opryland Hotel.
The bus will leave Murray at 7:30 a.m. and
return to Murray at 7:30 p.m. The cost will be $27
per person Which includes bus transportation,
admission to the Minnie Pearl Museum and all
taxes. For reservations call Jackie at 753-4848.

Vag to speak at MSU
Dr. Otto Vag of Lorand University, Budapest,
Hungary, will speak Tuesday, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m.
In Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University. His subject will be "Reflections on Hungarian Education." This event 18 being sponsored by Non-formal Education Committee of Center for International Programs,
ILSU.

Burns and Allen featured
The comedy of George Burns and Gracie Allen
will be featured this week on Murray State
University's TV-11. "Burns and Allen1.4e," an
example of the couple's early work, will air today (Monday) at 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday iat 3:30
p.m.; Thdriday at 4:30 and 8:30 p.m.; and Friday at 6:30 p.m. Cable subscribers in Murray
and Mayfield can tune in to the vintage programs on Channel 11, according to Alan Greule,
station manager.

Quilt Festival scheduled
A Quilting Bee Festival, sponsored by Quilt
Lovers of Murray, will be Friday, Oct. 31, from
10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main St. This will include a quilt
display, demonstrations, exchange, and show
and tell. Each one may bring individual work
such as piecework, patchwork, applique, quilt in
hoops, patterns, etc., to exchange. Also each one
may bring something for the show and tell part.
Each one should bring a sack lunch, according to

Lou Ann Phlipot, chairman of Quilt Lovers, who
invites the public to attend. Also she reminded
persona again of the the event, "It's Not A Quilt
Until It's Quilted," to be presented by Sue
Buchart, judge of National Quilt Association, to
be Thursday, Oct. 30, at 6:45 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. This is offered to everyone interested in quilts and a $1 donation will be
accepted.

Christmas bazaar planned
Creative Arts Christmas Bazaar will be Saturday, Nov. 1, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library, 710 Main St. This annual
event is sponsored by Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club and the public is .
urged to attend to see the many special items on
sale by the department members.

Support group to meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 28, from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This will be a group discussion type meeting and
all interested persons are invited, a hospital
spokesman said.

Dismissals listed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, were Cathy
Miller and Carolyn Brasher, Murray.

West completes training
Airman Mitzie A. West, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson West of Rt. 3, Benton, and sister of
Steve West of 101 North 16th St., Murray, has
graduated from Air Force basic training at
(Cont'd on page 5)

C6uple adopts daughter
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Anniversary reception on Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Wilkins of 333 Boone St.,
Mayfield, will be
honored in celebration
of their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday,
Nov. 1.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Cuba
Baptist Church, Cuba.
This will be hosted by
their daughter, Mrs.
Wanda Gay Huffman,
their granddaughter,
Mrs. Debbie Gay Andrus,and
granddaughter-in-law,
Mrs. Lisa Gay.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend this special
occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkins
were married Nov. 1,
1938 by Graves County
Judge Vernon Easley at
his home. Their attendans were Gracie Alexander and Barney
Herndon.
Mrs. Wilkins, the
former Margaret Carson, is the daughter of
the late Charlie Carson
and Altie Robertson
Carson of Kirksey. She
retired from Merit
Clothing Co., Mayfield,
after 33 years employment there.
Mr. Wilkins is the son
of the late Crawford
Wilkins and Betty
Shelton Wilkins of Lynnyule. He served as a
grandchildren, Scott
police officer at Department.
They have one Gay and his wife, Lisa,
Mayfield for 10 years
and is a retired daughter, Mrs. Jerry and Mrs. Shane (Debbie
employee of Graves (Wanda Gay) Huffman, Gay) Andrus, Mayfield;
County Road Greenwood, ;Ind.; ttwo one great-grandchild,

NASHVILLE, Tenn. adopted a 2-year-old
(AP) — Country singer daughter.
The couple, who have
Louise Mandrell and her
songwriter husband, been married for eight
R.C. Bannon, have years, have no other
children, spokeswoman
Jeannie Ghent said.
"R.C. and I have
wanted our own child
for so long,"-said Miss
Mandrell, sister of
entertainer Barbara
MON.-SAT. OCT. 27-NOV. 1
Mandrell. "Idust could
LEO
ARIES
not possibly be happier
(July 23 to Aug: 22)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
now that we have
Where business and home are
Even though a job project is
Nicole."
completed to your satisfaction, there concerned, your judgment is astute
The adoptbis became could be a letdown later. Watch now. You're inconsistent, though, in
official Oct. U.
Reg. $79.50
excesses tonight Morning hours are your handling of money. Neither be
stingy nor extravagant.
best for your progress.
Also Available $20.00 Off The Regular Price
VIRGO
TAURUS
Of All Other Top Quality Suits.
23 to Sept 22)
May
(Aug.
to
20
20)
(Apr.
Layaway Available
Try not to let a domestic concern
Though you'll experience happiSA
ness in personal relationships today, get you down. Romance and creativOffers
there could be some concern about ity are highlighted. Take the extravagWatch next Monday's paper for our
an intimate matter. The party goes on ant promises of others with a grain of
Accounting
late tonight.
salt.
Gigantic 1 Year Anniversary Sale
and
GEMINI
LIBRA
Bookkeeping (May 21 to June 20)
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
Handle important career and
Play your cards cloy to your chest
Services
financial-iiievelopments,
A
today.
thing
first
domestic
matters
regapling
For less than you're
benefits will accrue. Don't be a
partner may be blue. Energies may be
At New Location — East South and 5th St. (Dillon Manufacturing Building)
spending now
somewhat scattered tdwards night- kill-joy but do get the rest you require
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
753-6941
fall.
tonight
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.4 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa & Mastercard Accepted
10$ N. 4th St,
SCORPIO
CANCER
046 (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll make social gains now. Be
It's hard to communicate with
someone on the job, but creative sure to accept invitations, but
efforts will succeed. Pleasure outings remember, there's no need to be
are favored, as are dealings with extravagant. A family member is
momentarily out of sorts.
children.

t'

SPECIAL!

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilkins

YourIndifulual llorolcope

Top Quality Suits

$59.50

111V

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.

416

HOLIDAY COOKBOOK
ENTER NOW!

Hydia Gay, Greenwood;
two stepgreatgrandchildren, Autenee
Hestand and Andrea
Hestand, Mayfield. .

FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 28, 1986

Fraaces Drake
SAGITTARRIS
tfla
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
It's best to act in discreet ways to
further career interests. Avoid direct
confrontations and keep plans realistic.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Participation in group enterprises
is favored. Sometimes you have to
follow the dictates of your conscience and let the chips fall where they
may.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll get the financiarbacking you
need. Don't feel rebuffed if a friend
can't honor a request. Guard against
evening extravagance.
PISCES
41104
(Feb.19 to Mar. 20)
Partnership interests are high-.
lighted now, but some attention must
also be paid to a career concern. You
tend to oiler exuberance tonight
YOU BORN TODAY are drawn to
both the arts and sciences. You have
executive talents.

A

'Mystery Weekend' planned at Kenlake
"Murder" is in the air
Oct. 31 through Nov.2 at
Kenlake State Resort
Park at Aurora during a
"Mystery Weekend," a
Halloween whodunit for
mystery buffs and
amateur sleuths, accor-

umk...wf
MOVIES

ding to Carolyn Wallace
of Kentucky Department of Parks.
This weekend
package will begin at 4
p.m. Friday, Oct. 31,
and is co-sponsored by
Kentucky Department
of Parks and Mystery
Ink, a Lexington-based
group of artists who
write, direct and perform "murders" for all
occasions.

"The Mystery
Weekends are all the
rage and we are pleased
to offer these weekends
at our prks. It is great
entertainment for the
guests, as well as the
park staff," Parks Commissioner June Hudson
said.
Guests will dine on
their own Fdday night
and then will meet for a
masquerade dance with

7Inl1failit
The Collectible Creche

a live band. A scream
from within the crowd
signals the beginning of
a weekend of cluegatherin and sleuthing.
Saturday afternoon,
guests may play indoor
tennis, golf or take a
walk or hike while
gathering clues to the
Mystery. Enertainment
Is scheduled after a dinner in the evening.
(Cont'd on page 5)

by Roman
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TOP GUN
Levicie Zambella, 1985 Winning Cook
Recipe: Shrimp Log

Tom Cruise
Kelly McGillis ("M]
tilt ONLY

The Holiday Cookbook will be published Monday, November
17th. Send your recipes before Nov. 7th to The Murray Ledger
& Times, C/O Holiday Cookbook, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071

A Great Family Tradition

•Each_entrant can submit one recipe per category.
•Each entry should be typed or printed on a half-sheet of typing paper.

Overall Winner Will Receive $35
Category Winners Will Each Receive $10

Ngierray Ledger & Times -

Pretty In Pin&•
Down And Out In Beverly
• /11111.•11% Week$ '
WIldeet••f/ X
Men.-fast. 11 ..m.•10 p.m.
0000. 1 p411.-10 p.m.

OVIES TO 60

Create a nativity scene your entire family will enjoy! With Fontanini. the Collectible Creche, you can add
figures each and every Christmas. Painted by hand in warm
wood tones, these sculptures are virtually unbreakable so even
small toddlers can help arriinge the family nativity scene. Many
sues and styles are available. Come in to appreciate them first
hand ... and select a starter set for this Christmas. Make Fontanini,
the Collectible Creche a tradition for your family

The Treasure House
753-6798

Southside Shopping Center

9-5

Chestnut Street 753-3314

a
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'Community events listed
Monday, Oct. 27
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Cesarean Birth Class
Is scheduled in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call 753-5131,
ext. 144, or 753-6821.
————
The Haunted Forest,
sponsoed by Jaycees,
will start at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
————
Murray -Calloway
County Need Line will
have its council meeting
at 7 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway
Public Library. The
public is invited.
————
Securities and Investing: Part II" will
meet at 7 p.m. in Room
152, Business Building
South, Murray State
University. For information call 762-2716.
————
Murray State University Forensic Team
members will perform
at 8 p.m. in Stables
Lounge of Curris
Center. Admission will
be 50 cents.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
Bible class will be at 7
p.m. at Bethesda
Ministries, 115 South
Fourth St., Murray.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 p.m. For
Information call 763-6862
or 762-6851.
————
Fall Bible Conference
on book of James will be
at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. at
Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College, Mayfield.
————
Tuesday,Oct.28
Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club
House.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.

Mystery...
(Cont'd from page 4)
Sunday, the mystery
comes to an end as predetermined groups tell
their versions of what
happened that weekend.
Prizes will be awarded to the group that
comes closest to the correct conclusion.
A package price of
$120 per person, double
occupancy, is offered
and includes two nights
lodge, Saturday night
dinner, Sunday
breakfast and
entertainment.
Preregistration is required. For reservations call Kenlake toll
free, 1-800-633-7641 (in
state) or 1-800-325-0143
(out of state).
Mystery weekends
will be offered
throughout ne)tt year,
again at Kenlake, Feb.
13-15; at Cumberland
Falls State Resort Park,
Feb. 27 through March
1; and at Jenny Wiley
State Resort Park,
March 13-15.

Tuesday, Oct. 28
UMHE Executive
Committee will meet at
1:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
————
Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
————
Eva Wall Circle of
Memorial Baptist
Church WMU will meet
at 2 p.m. at church.
————
The Haunted Forest
will start at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
————
Alzheimer's Support
Group will meet at 4:30
p.m. in private dining
room of Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Living with Diabetes
will meet at 2 p.m. in
third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway Com.
ty Hospital.
————
Prepared "Childbirth
Class will meetat7 p.m.
In third loor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Jim's Garage at
Dukedom,Tenn.,from 9
to 11 a.m. and at Cuba
Grocery from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
————
Last session of Fall
Bible Conference will be
at 10 a.m. at MidContinent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield.
————
Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
A Social Security
representative will be at

Oct. 29
Wednesday,
'
Tuesday,Oct. 28
Wednesday,Oct. 29
Miller Courthouse AnEvents at First United tion Committee meeting
nex from 10 a.m. to Methodist Church will at 7 p.m.
noon.
—
include Covenant
————
Lacjap: flhfp. golf will
Prayer Group at 10 a.m
Dr. Rolf Hovey will and Youth Club at be played at 10 a.m. at
present a lec- Murray-Calloway Coun- Oaks Country Club. A
potluck luncheon will
ture/demonstration on ty Park at 5 p.m.
follow.
Oriental music at 12:30
————
p.m. and 8 p.m. in An——— —
Events at MemorfEll"
nex Recital Hall, Doyle Baptist Church will inHazel and Douglas
Fine Arts Center, Mur- clude Agape Rines at 6 Centers will be open
ray State University.
p.m.; prayer meeting, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
youth prayer meeting, for activities by senior
Purchase Area Exten- GAs, RAs and Misson citizens.
sion Homemakers an- Friends at 7 p.m.; San————
nual meeting will start tuary Choir at 8 p.m.
•Murray High School
at 10 a.m. at Kenlake
• Academic Team will
————
Hotel.
Ladies Bible Class host Calloway and
————
will meet at 10 a.m. at Fulton County at 4 p.m.
"Meet the School University Church of
————
Board Candidates"' ChriAt.Diet and Diabetes will
Night -will be M 7:50 —meet at 2 p.m. in third
p.m. in auditorium of
Events at First 'floor classroom of
Murray Middle School.
Presbyterian Church Murray-Calloway Coun————
will meet as follows: ty Hospital.
Senior citizens' ac— Choir Rehearsal at 6:30
(Cont'd on page 10)
tivities will be at 9:30 p.m.; Christian Educaa.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Last ladies' day golf
at Oaks to be Oct. 29

Woods, hostess, are as
follows:
Championship flight
— Denay Hargrove,
first, Vickie Oliver, second, Laura Parker,
This will be a fun day
third;
with teams decided
First flight — Shiley
Wednesday morning. A
Wade, first, Sue Stone,
potluck luncheon will be
second, Mabel Rogers,
served and each lady is
third;
asked to bring a dish for
Secant flight — Erma
the meal.
Tuck, first. Linda
Murrelle Walker, Roach, second,
Wednesday,Oct.29
Youth Club will meet phone 753-4517, Will be Sallyanne Sawyer,
at First Christian golf hostess.
third;
Winners of golf play
Low putts — Laura
Church.
on Wednesday, Oct. 22, Parker and Erma Tuck
————
Events at First Bap- as released by Irene tied.
tist Church will include
Arts and Crafts class at
9 a.m.; Bible Study in
parlor at 10 a.m.;
Homebound Workers at
4 p.m.; WMU Council
The Purchase Area will be represented by
meeting at 4:15 p.m.;
Extension
Homemakers Dr. Patty Rai Smith,
Fellowship Supper at
meeting
will be home economics
Annual
5:30 p.m.; Children's
Oct.
28, at specialist, and John
Tuesday,
Choirs and Youth
Mowbray, Purchase
Hotel.
Graves
Kenlake
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
area extension director.
County
homemakers
prayer meeting at 6:45
Patty Ann Morehead,
p.m.; Adult Choir at will serve as host group Kentucky Extension
for over 300 club
7:45 p.m.
Homemakers president,
members.
Charles E. Flener, will bring greetings
chaplain for Jefferson from the state
County Police Force, association.
The area president,
(Cont'd from page 4)
will be guest speaker.
He has been employed Frances Childress of
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. During her six
weeks of training the airman studied the Air
as a professional enter- Ballard County, will
Force mission, organizaton and customs and
tainer, TV and radio an- preside at the meeting
received special training in human relations. In
nouncer, youth director to start at 10 a.m.
Ramona Martin of
addition she earned credits toward an associate
and music director for
degree through the Community College of the Air
Baptist churches as well McCracken County,
Force. She is a 1985 graduate of Marshall County
as serving as pastor of area vice president, will
present special awards.
High School.
Baptist Churches.
Flener is a graduate June Hart of Graves
of Western Kentucky County is area
University and holds secretary-treasurer.
Several new area
Master's and Doctor's
A Book Fair is beng held at Carter and Robertwill be apchairpersons
Louisville
from
degrees
paperson schools Oct. 27-30. A wide variety of
Mrs.
by
pointed
Theological
Baptist
back books for children of all ages, priced from
Childress and an area
Seminary.
$1 to $6, and parent/teacher books are included
University of Ken- vice president will be
in the selection at the fair. The public is invited to
Extension service elected.
tucky
evenSpecial
school
hours.
regular
attend during
ing sale hours will be on Monday, Oct. 27, from
8:30-8 p.m. at both schools for people who are
unable to attend during school hours.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
————
Dr. Otto Vag of
Budapest, Hungary, will
speak at 7 p.m. in
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University.

The women of Oaks
Country Club will have
their last ladies' day
golf on Wednesday, Oct.
29, at 10 a.m.

Purchase Homemakers
to hold annual meeting

Datebook

De tt)

Van Buren

Polish Proposal Is No Joke
in your wonderful country.
DEAR READERS: I would
like to share a rather unusual
Miss Van Buren, kindly accept
-our expression of deep respect and
letter with you. The postmark
appreciation for your assistance in
on the envelope indicated it
this matter. We are hoping for a
came from a small town in
compassionate response.
Poland. The return address,
ROMAN AND JOZEF
written in a neat and legible
hand, read: Mr. Roman MaSadly for Roman drid Jozef, as
jewski and Mr. Jozef Wara matter of policy this column
zynski. The letter was written
does not provide a matchrnakentirely in Polish, with the
exception oftwo EriglIsh'words - fug service, so please, readers,
no letters asking to meet them.
— "necking" and "petting"!
While their letter may strike
Since Polish is Greek to me, I
many as somewhat amusing, it
sent the letter to Mr. B.J. Solak,
conveys a very important mesa Polish-born friend now living
sage: Here are two obviously
in Aspen, Colo., who at 78 still
sincere ,Polish nsen who are
happily skis and hikes. I asked
marry any American
willing
B.J. to please rush the English
woman, sight unseen, in order
translation, hoping the letter
to live in the land of the free and
wasn't just a bad Polish joke, or
home of the brave. Three cheers
worse yet, something of an
for
the red, white and blue!
embarrassing nature.
* 5*
My Polish friend swiftly accommodated me with this EnDEAR ABBY: I would like to
glish translation:
comment on those who wrote in to
tell you about the secret "code" used
DEAR MISS VAN BUREN: Your
by loved ones in the service overfame has gone far beyond the
seas to communicate their locations
frontiers of the U.S.A. and has
during World War II.
reached us in our unhappy land. We
I lived through those years and
are aware that the San Francisco
was aware of that practice. As I look
Chronicle publishes your column,so
back, I am not surprised that Tokyo
we hope that it, and perhaps some
Rose and Lord HaHa could personother newspapers, will publish our
ally welcome by name new arrivals
matrimonial offer.
in a combat area within a day after
We are two 100 percent gentletheir arrival.
men, over 30, sensitive and sincere,
When I served in the U.S. Navy
of unusual courage, endowed with
during World War II, we were told,
superior capacities for love, from
"A slip of the lip may sink a ship."
necking and petting to seeking
I wonder how many men died
adventurous new ways of lovemakbecause someone tipped off the folks
thg. We are endowed with rich
at home as to where they were
spiritual values, and while capable
going.
RICHARD C. ROBENALT,
of loving like nobody in the world,
DAVIS, CALIF.
we regard marriage as sacred and
holy, and we would be faithful like
DEAR RICHARD: Only you
gold.
and Omaha reader Laurie,j.
We desire to meet two American
Robertson (Major, USAR, Ret.)
women who know the Polish lanwrote to express that view.
guage and wish to marry two
sincere young men of Polish nation* 5*
ality. Age is of no importance. A
photo would be appreciated, but will
not be the decisive factor. We are not
(For Abby's booklet, "What Every
Teen-Ager Ought to Know," send a
seeking material wealth, only love
check or money order for $2.50 and a
from two American women who
long, stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
would teach us the English lanenvelope to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
guage, as we wish to become
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
completely Americanized and live
90038.)

FIRST LIGHT — New Release

•••

A lot of people feel this way. They want no part of church
• ld have a good
themselves, but think that the young folks shcru
moral base on which to build their lives and that old people are
just studying for final exams.
What about all those years in between? What about those
times when you just can't cope with your job or serious personal problems? To whom do you turn when a member of your
family has died?
There is never a time when we don't need God. We always
need His strength, His forgiveness, His wisdom, His presence
and His love.
You can find all of these at the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ). You'll also find kids and old people, but they're in
church for the same reason you will be. To worship God.

"Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's State Farm
insurance."
(STATE FARM

FRAMERS GALLERY

41110
..

INSURANCE
®

4.1.
S

Church
isfor kids
and old people.

Book Fair planned

Viii..)4110

By Abigail

Jens Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th St.
Like a good neighbor,
State Form is there.

State Farm Insurance Companies• Home Orkes

The First Christian Church

DIXIELAND CENTER
:.111 CIIVe ri

MI`,

dlt,C011rlt

North of the square on Fifth Street

no lob of ,r Fr ace before Novembi-

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Blopmintilon i limas

EOM Sale No1% In Progress
Savings from

20% to 50%

*Jeans
*Shirts
•Pants
*Skirts
*Dresses
*Tops *111-1
*.S‘s eater%
*Jackets
•Bloues
*Coordinated Sportswear

on all clothing

‘II SocL. 20"„ Off
'i I

-

oill'•••••

I..11."1* 'N 4'11'416111

1‘,

4 11

,IC‘11.11. 1'N

(11)141

Ita*,

cp2Orcift*

_
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Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

753-5242

Bel-Air Shopping Center

BI11:1)

Double Food For
Less Coupon
Every Wednesday

Alterations & Summer Storage
s200 Each

Coats, Dresses, Suits
Trousers, Skirts,
$ 00
Sweaters & Sport Coats
Prices good 10-27-86 thru 11-01-86

1

EMMM

Each

•

lei k

at Murray State University which will
Conductor John Schlabach (left) rehearses one of the jazz bands
I and Jazz Band H will perform at 8
Band
Jazz
Both
Oct.
30.
evening,
Thursday
appear in concert on
of the 1986-87 school year. The
concert
first
their
p.m. in the ballroom of the Currie Center at 8 p.m. in
charge.
no
at
public
concert is open to the

Read the want ads daily

FANTASTIC FALL

Radio thaek
_m
Stereo Rack Syste

49900

SALE

Shown with optional CD player

Complete Stereo System

Built-In 5-Band Equalizer
•TM-601 Digital Tuner
•Optimus-600 3-Way Speakers
•SCT-601 Dual-Cassette
•LAB-601 Tumtableu Rack

......

31995

Save
$80

•SA-601 50-Watt Amp With

Low As $20 Per Month'
P.114E,I.ole.910,A
9
It

'30 WATTS PER CHANNEL. MINIMUM RAC INTO 8 OHMS FROM 20-20.000 Hz, WITH NO MORE THAN 0 9% TI'S)

Value-Priced 64K Color Computer 2®

Tandy® 1000 EX With Bonus Color Monitor

By Radio Shack

$29995
Savenn

Reg. Separate
UU Items 1098.95

799

Save
$60

Color
Computer

Low As $37 Per Month'

Get Our CM-5 Color Monitor At No Charge
When You Purchase a Tandy 1000 EX
PC compatible! Complete with
built-in disk drive and Personal
DeskMatet software.
#25-1050/1023 k4onitor platform extra

R
95 159.05
99
Low As $20 Per Month•

Now's the time to start your family
computing! Program it yourself
with built-in Extended BASIC. 8color graphics, sound effects.
Attaches to any TV. Act now and
save! #26-3127 Monitor extra

.44221114`4..

Color Computer Thinline DISk

Portable Tandy 102 Computer Triple-Mode Printer

FD-501 Color Thinline Disk #0 by Tandy

DMP 130 by Tandy

Save $100

Save $100

24995

Reg. 499.00

Low As $20 Per Month.

Goes anywhere! Has five built-in programs, including word processing and phone communications. Expandable 24K memory. #26-3803
Batteries extra

19995

4r05
3R
PC Compatible

Low As $20 Per Month•

Reg.
299.95

Low As $20 Per Month•

Word or data processing and dot-addressable
graphics modes! Parallel and Color Computer
serial interfaces. Dot Matrix. #26-1280

With one 51/4" double-density, 35-track floppy
disk drive. For Color Computers with Extended
BASIC. #26-3131

Wireless Remote VHS VCR

Dual-Cassette AM/FM Stereo

Stereo Cassette With Dolby*

Model 18 by Realistic

SCT-43y Realistic

Save 450
8995

ModuletteT-602 by Realistic

Save $50

Cut

iroiE

$5195

29995
Reg U9 95

Reg. 139.95
Dolby B-C NR cuts hiss and extends dynamic
range. "Soft-touch" controls, Auto-Search
•TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp
#14-629

Magic," "Dr. Straightlady," "On
the Edge," "Back Bacon Blues"
and "Carnival Night in Vera
Cruz."
Jazz Band II — "Switch in
Time," "Samba Dubois,"
"Almost Like Being in Love,"
"Tonics. Bean" and "Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight."
Campus jazz band concerts
have drawn larger and larger audiences in the past few years, including some standing-room-only
crowds in 1985-88."

Reg. System Price 399.95

is 5-Band Equalizer•Magnetic Turntable
•Matching 3-Way Speakers•Audio Rack

'50 WATTS PER CHANNEL MINIMUM MS INTO 8 OHMS ROM 2420,000 ett 50TH NO MORE THAN 0 09Se THD

399

••

............_

•30-Watt* Amp•Tuner. Dual-Cassette

System 601 With Powerful OptimusSale 599.00
9N Speakers. Reg. 699.00

Save $100

ri

System 300 by Realistic

Reg. System Price 599.00
With OptImuse-600 Speakers
Low As $23 Per Month•

c.

The first concert of the fall
semester by Jazz Bands I and II
at Murray State University is
scheduled at 8 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 30, in the ballroom of the
Curris Center.
John Schlabach, who is in his
fourth year as director of the two
jazz groups, said the public is invited to attend at no admission
charge.
Music on the program will
Include:
Jazz Band I — "O.T.B.S.,"
"Taylor Made," "That Old Black

System 601 by Realistic

Save
$100

Get our CD-2203 compact disc
player at 10% off with purchase
of a System 601 or 300 at right)

Murray State jazz bands
to present first concert

\--139.95
Reg.
Duplicates personal cassettes! Record from
radio er "live" in stereo with built-in mikes. Detachable 2-way speakers. #14-797 Batteries extra

Enjoy all the prerecorded tapes and TV shows
you've been missing! Easy-timer recording, 14day/4-event timer. Front loading. #16-507
Remote battenes extra

Parachutist Mets fan
to be prosecuted for
stunt during Game 6
NEW YORK (AP) — A
daredevil Mets fan who
parachuted into Game 6 of the
World Series will be vigorously
prosecuted because of the
damage and injury his stunt
could have caused, the district
attorney says.

endangerment and criminal
trespass, both misdemeanors,
said Sgt. Raymond O'Donnell, a
police spokesman. He was later
charged with criminal nuisance
and disorderly conduct, also
misdemeanors, McCarthy said.
The prosecutor's office said
other charges could be added.
Sergio, released without ball,
was due in court again Nov. 24.

"It could have led to panic and
a stampede," Queens District
Attorney John Santucci said
Sunday. "It may have brought a
momentary smile to somobut it
could have meant injury, pain
and tears if he had crashed into
the stands or the players, if he
had knocked over electrical
equipment, causing fire."
But Michael Sergio, 37, of New
York City, said he didn't think
he "infringed on it at all."
Vticy0(AP) — Japanese and
"I didn't want to at any point
mess up a play," Sergio told L1.S. armed forces today began
reporters after arraignment their first-ever combined air,
Sunday."I just wanted to infuse-- /sea and ground exercises, a
a little adrenalin."
spokesman for the Japanese
Defense Agency said.
About 13,000 troops — inNew
of
In the first inning
in the
York's 6-5 victory early Sunday cluding Americans based
and
Hawaii
nes,
Philippi
Sergio
Sox,
over the Boston Red
in
parachuted into Shea Stadium, Okinawa — are taking part
Keen
"Operation
five-day
the
pitcher's
the
landing between
northernmound and first base, carrying a Edge," on Japan's
,
Hokkaido
of
island
MOSt
Go
"Let's
banner that read:
spokesman Kenji Uenaka said.
Meta."
U.S. and Japanese forces have
Sergio was quickly whisked
held combined exercises before,
away by stadium police.
the first
Sergio told authorities he was Uenaka said, but this is
time all three military branches
an actor.
.....
He was charged with reckless have joined in one drill,-

Joint exercises
between U.S.
and Japanese
to begin today

•

10-Channel Scanner
PRO.55 by Realistic

CB With Ch. 9 Priority

By Realistic

TRC-88 by Realistic

25% Off

...

117;1"

160
Reg. 119.95

3-Ch. Walkie-Talkie

TRC-474 by Realistic

Save *30 Save
8995

Car Booster/Equalizer

4

.....

7995

n95

Reg. 139.95

3u

Cut
33%

Reg.
59.95

Receives police, fire, railway,
Hams! UHF Hi-Lo, VHF Hi-Lo,
VHF-Ham. #20-124 crystals extra

ior fun and safety on the road,
One switch gives you Emergency Channel 9 instantly. #21-1539

6-Band Portable Radio

Stereo Headset Radio

Dual-Alarm Clock Radio

( SW-60 by Realistic
'
Patrolman

STEREO-MATE' by Realistic

Chronomate-244 by Realistic

29Each
Each
•

Has 40-watt power booster and
7-band equalizer! #12-1871

5995 99Reg.95

Keep in touch! With
Channel 14 crystals.
#21-1610 Batteries, additional crystals extra

Pocket Weatheradio®
By Realistic
.ks

9

25%
- off

33% Off 2995

Save *40 42% Off
2195

Reg. 44.95
Reg.
1495 19.95

Reg. 37.95
Tune in the world! Hear 6-18
MHz shortwave, VHF Hi- Lo
UHF, FM and AM! #12-779

Enjoy FM stereo and
AM anywhere! Weighs
only 61/5 oz. #12-125

Batteries extra

Batteries extra

Cordless Pencil
Sharpener

1-Piece Phone Cut $5
ET-120 by Radio Shack

By Radio Shack

,I

SPECIAL
PURCHASE!

399
Just insert a pencil and push
Batteries extra
down. #61-2795

-

Two wake-up times! Forward or
reverse time set. Battery backup.
FM/AM. #12-1551

Hear the latest weather reports
and advisories anytime! #12-151

Backup battery extra

Battery extra

Hex/Time Conversion
Calculator

Cut 27%

15

17.95

"Hangs up" on any flat
surface Pulse' dialing.
White, #43-501. Brown.
#43-502

•

—•

By Micronte

EC-4075 by Radio Shack

28% Off

1295

Illuminated Microscope

Req. 21.95

Does hexadecimal calculations'
Alarm clock, stopwatch #65-000
Batteries extra

Check Your Phone Book for theBaasihaekabre or Dealer Nearest %it
eiwine vat in Illkuinell11111.1111.1111[111
p011
Elenes nestled to warsessayleadesual1111
•
%/4
Ilsaiele liss. Milli
lints FCC eraillisi
of
411
,

39.95

A DRAWN OP MEM COPIRGRA1100
.Re-xs APPLY AT PARTICAPATEAG STORES AND DEALERS
•Citilone revokong credit from Can* Payment may vary depending on Wiwi

—

5
4 595
3
40/
Off

Reg.
9.95

Puts light directly on object! 30X.
#63-850 Batteries extra

Most Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

Leaders worldwide eying peace
In response to Pope's latest call
While Pope John Paul II fasted and prayed with spiritual
leaders taf 11 religions in Assisi, Italy, men and women across the
globe responded to his appeal for a 24-hour cease-fire in world
fighting:
—In the Philippines, President Corazon Aquino declared today
a national "day of peace" and priests offered prayers for an end
to conflict.
In a presidential proclamation, Mrs. Aquinoliaid the Philippines, the only Roman Catholic country in the Far East,"is committed to support all efforts at attaining world peace."
She did not say, however, whether she had ordered government
forces to observe a 24-hour truce in the separate Communist and
Moslem insurgencies.
More than 80 percent of the Philippines' 55 million people pro• teas Roman Catholicism.
—In Bangkok, Thailand, a Cambodian guerrilla group said it
will not go on the offensive against Vietnamese occupation forces
out of respect for John Paul's call.
"We respond positively to the Pope's request, but if the Vietnamese attack, we will fight back," said a spokesman for the
Khmer People's National Liberation Front.
Thai military officers said there were no reports of fighting this
morning in Cambodia near the Thai border, where much of the
fighting has taken place. But they said the quiet was not unusual
for the rainy season. Vietnamese forces invaded Cambodia in
late 1078.
—In San Salvador, El Salvador, leftist rebels said Sunday they
will heed the call for a truce, while President Jose Napoleon
Duarte rejected the word "truce" but said troops would be kept
in their quarters.
Archbishop Arturo Rivera Dames, El Salvador's ranking churchman, said the cease-fire could revive efforts to negotiate an
end to the 7-year-old civil war.
—In Armagh, Northern Ireland, the head of the Roman
Catholic church in Ireland appealed to Catholic and Protestant
guerrillas to heed the pope's appeal.
be the
Cardinal Tomas0 Fiaich said observing the truce could
.•
violence.
from
away
first step on the road
The primate of all Ireland, who has sparked controversy in the
past by blaming the Protestant majority for mtich of Northern
Ireland's troubles, called for prayers that God might touch the
hearts of Catholic guerrillas and show them that violence only
delayed the cause of justice

t.
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Farm Bureau awards scholarships
Kentucky Farm
Bureau's Education
Foundation has awarded $26,000 in new
scholarships to college
freshmen from Kentucky farm families, according to Paul D. Everman, Kentucky Farm
Bureau executive vice
president.
The "Pride of Kentucky" grants were
funded by contributions
from four corporate
sponsors, and were in
addition to $35,000
awarded by the foundation earlier this year,
Everman said.
Contributions of the
money for the new
scholarships came, in
part, during one of two
"Pride of Kentucky"
concerts held at the 1986
Kentucky State Fair.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins and Kentucky Farm

Bureau President Ray
Mackey presented the
first of the grants to
Kyle Smith, of Meade
County, on the stage at
Fairgrounds Stadium.
Sponsors of the
scholarships are R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, $11,000; Philip,
Morris Tobacco COmpany, $8,000; First National Bank, $5,000; and
Blue Cross Blue Shield
of Kentucky, $2,000.
Twelve of the "Pride
of Kentucky" scholarships are one-year,
$2,000 grants. Two other
grants are for $1,000
each.
Recipients of the
$2,000 scholarships are:
Kyle Stith, 18, R. 1
Guston, attending the
University of Kentucky
.• Tim Barton, 18,
Lynnville, Murray State
University

Kim Finley, 18, R. 2
Mt. Hermon, UK
,•• Beth Roberts, 18,
Trenton, Austin Peay
• l41ark Kinsey, 18, R.
3 DO)
,Ridge, UK
.-•` Mary Lynne Perry,
18, R. 1 Louisa,
Morehead State
University
r Lee Ann Smith, 17,
It. 4 Albany, UK
.• Tammy Odle, 8,
Hestand, UK
r• Laura Nell Beard,
18, R. 2 Hardinsburg,
UK
.• Al Stout, 17,
Louisville, UK
.• Stephanie Deibel,
17, Crestwood, UK
I/ Laura Line, 18, R. 3
Clarkson,
Elizabethtown Community College
The two who received
$1,000 grants are:
A/ Shannon Stayton,
17, Crestwood, Bellar-

•

mine College
.• Price Smith, 18,
Hodgenville, UK
Recipients were judged on the basis of
scholastic achievement,
financial need, extracurricular activities
and leadership. More
than 300 Kentucky high
school graduates applied to the Farm.
Bureau foundation for
scholarship assistance
in 1986.
Two other $1,000
.411
.
0
awards funded by R.J.
Reynolds were given
earlier this year to
William Turner Bartley,
R. 2 Tompkinsville, and
Lee Carol Greenwell, R.
3 Lebanon. The pair was
selected from a group of
students attending the
Institute for Future
Agricultural Leaders
(L-R) Shown is Lee Yost, Pennsylvania All-American Dairy Show; Doug McKinney, Dexter and Dr.
held on the UK campus
George Heersche, University of Kentucky, Coach. Mr. Yost is presenting Doug with a gold wateh for
In July.
placing 1st as High Individual Judge in the Guernsey breed. The watch was provided by the American
Guernsey Cattle Club.

.2/44,aceillicw,

be caused by
mechanical injuries to
the animal and is
sometimes associated
with "navel ill."
Lameness, pain and
often puffiness at one or
more joints are the obvious symptoms. Accurate diagnosis of the
cause is important at
this point, because it
will determine the
course of treatment.
If caused by
mechanical injury to the
joint, treatment is simple, and usually involves removal of the
fluid, if necessary, and
rest for the animal.
Removing a sample of
the fluid from the joint
is often necessary for a
correct diagnosis. This
will normally involve
Sometimes Abscess only one joint.
Related
If the fluid is purulent
Arthritis or "joint ill" (contains pus) treatIn goats is sometimes, ment may be more combut not always, related plicated. This can hapto abscess problems in pen either when a
the animal. It can also mechanical injury

Arthritis is a generic
term applied to almost
any condition which
causes inflammation of
one or more joints in
humans or animals. It is
often characterized by
swelling, warmth and
redness of the overlying
skin, and almost always
pain and restricted
movement in the joint.
In humans the causes
are many, sometimes
simple, sometimes complex. The same is true
with animals.
And while any animal
can be affected, some
seem to be affected
more often than others
- among them, goats,
of which there is an increasing awareness in
Kentucky.

becomes infected, or
can be caused by one or
more of many
organisms. Normally a
culture is needed to
identify the organism.
Sometimes antibiotic
therapy can reverse the
disease, sometimes not.
If the infection has been
stopped, often exercises
or manipulation of the
affected limbs can ease
the crippling effect but once severely crippled, nothing will help.
Reducing Incidence
Several things can be
done to reduce the incidence of arthritis. One
Is to be sure the goat's
feet are correctly trimmed. A goat can grow
toes which are long and
twisting and make it
painful to stand correctly, thereby discouraging
use of legs. Keep goats
In well-bedded stalls,
and if cement floors are
in the pens, bed a little
more deeply. Banged
knees increase body

State 4-H team wins honors

stress and can lead to infections in the joints.
Ba sure goats get
Kentucky's 4-H Dairy
plenty of exercise. Keep J,udging Team has milkan iodine-salt-trace ed a two-week trip for all
mineral supplement it was worth, winning the
handy, fed free choice.
two most coveted chamChoose sound, good- pionships in the United
boned „breeding stock. States.
Disinfect all navels at
The 65th Annual Nabirtha many joint pro- tional 4-H Dairy Cattle
blems originate at this Judging Contest in
point.
Madison, Wisconsin was
'won by the young KenArthritis is a difficult tuckians. This is the
topic to discuss, because third time Kentucky has
It covers so many won the National Contest
causes and treatments. In the past 11 years. KenYour veterinarian is tucky's team beat 38
trained in all of them, other states on October 1.
The week befcire, this
however, and can explain them to you in
words you can understsucd, as well as suggest
ways by which you can
WASHINGTON (AP)
prevent many of them.
- Responding to comHe is as interested in
plaints of foreign buyers
preventing disease as he
and farmers, Congress
Is in curing it, possibly
more interested in pushed through legisla:
prevention. And preven- tion this year that
tion will save you lawmakers say will ensure cleaner U.S. grain
money.
for export sales. Not
everyone agrees it will
work, however.
The proposal, approved in the closing days of
STOCK COWS and the session, would proCALVES: Medium No. hibit grain handlers
1, 385.00-525.00 with from adding "foreign
200-350 lb. Calves at side material," including
of cows 3-6 yrs. old dust, chaff, weed seeds
and broken kernels, to
weighing 850-1,000 lb.
STOCK BULL: Large grain once it was
No. 1, 1065-1265 lb., removed.
In effect, the measure
42.00.

SLAUGHTER 300-500 lb., 51.00-62.00,
BULLS: Yield grade 500-650 lb., 51.00-59.00,
1-2, 955-1150 lb., in- , Large No. 2, 385 lb.,
dicating 77-79 Carcass!
' 49.00, 755-923 lb.,
boning percent' 45.00-0.50, Small No. 1,
38.50-42.00, Yield grade 255-460 lb., 46.00-60.00,
2, 730 lbs., indicating 74 500-600 lb., 52.00-60.00,
600-lb., 46.00.
percent 34.00.
FEEDER STEERS:
Medium No. 1, 146 lb.,
HEIFERS: Medium
110.00220-295 lbs., and Large No. 1, 200-300
65.00-90.00, most lb., 56.00-68.00, 300-400
65.00-75.00, 300-400 lb., lb., 54.00-59.00, 400-500
64.00-73.00, 400-500 lb., lb., 53.00-56.50, 500-600
0.00-70.00, 500-600 lb., lb., 51.50-55.00, 600-700
58.00-65.00, 600-700 lb., lb., 54.00-56.50, Medium
66.00-60.00, 700-750 lb., No. 2, 300-500 lb.,
55.00-58.50, 800-985 lb., 45.00-52.00, 500-650 lb.,
52.50-57.00, Medium No. 50.00-52.00, Small No. 1,
2, 200-300 lb., 61.00-63.00, 400-500 lb., 45.00-48.00.

Radips check cattle weight
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Government scientists are experimenting
way of
with a ne
checking thej weights of
cattle roam g Western
ranges wi out once
saddling u a favorite
horse or I cling a chuck
wagon.
Small radio transmitters, computers and
microwaves do the job,
even when the cattle are
miles away from a central laboratory.
The space-age
technology was
developed by
Agriculture Department range scientists in
Montana. A major goal
is to help ranchers raise
better beef by keeping
track of gainers and
losers in cattle herds
Officials said Thursday that the project by
the department's
Agricultural Research
Service involved yearling steers on summer
pasture at the agency's
55,000-acre Fort Keogh
Livestock and Range
Research Station.
Winter testa will be conducted on mature beef
cOini to see _how they
tome through the harsh
weather.
Pat Currie, in charge

of the project, said in a
report released here by
the agency that the
automated weighing
system depends on a
small doughnut-shaped
tag on the ear of each
animal. The tag activates the system each
time the animal goes for
a drink of water,
"Unlike humans, who
are concerneckabout losing weight, cattle usually need to gain weight,"
Currie said. "We're
learning which ranching
practices produce the
most beef on the least

feed in the shortest
time. We want to see if
we can cut ranchers'
operating costs and help
them supply better
quality beef to the
consumer."
Currie said the
system is still strictly
for research. But when
available to ranchers at
affordable costs, it
would allow them to
spot cattle that are lagging behind in gaining
weight. These unthrifty
animals then could be
culled from the herd.

IMT IMPORTED TRACTORS
SAVE THOUSANDS

According to George
Heersche, extension
dairy specialist at the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture,
the fact that Kentucky's
four contestants placed

will ban the practice Of
mixing foreign
materials into a load of
grain to bring the content up to the maximum
amounts allowed under
the shipment's quality
standards. The prohibition will take effect May
1987.
"I frankly don't know
how or why this practice
is permitted. It has
eroded our export
market," says Rep.
Tom Coleman, R-Mo.,
one of the legislation's
supporters. "If you get
an international reputation that your quality is
second best, it's pretty

One Of The Most ,

39 H.P. '6995 42 H.P. '7995
Now In Stock and Reedy for Immediate Delivery!

Brandon Bros. Used Cars
& IMT Dealer
703 S. 12th St.

753-4356

•

Kentucky's dairy team
is selected from the best
Individual contestants in
the state. Calloway
County's Doug McKinney was the only
member from West Kentucky on the Kentucky
team. Doug did well in
both contests placing 1st
in Guernseys, 2nd in
Holsteins, 2nd in Oral
Reasons and 7th in

Brown Swiss. Doug is the
son of Robert and Sue
McKinney of Dexter And
Is a freshman at the
University of Kentucky,
majoring in Dairy
Science.
The teams from the
nation's two leading
dairy states - Wisconsin
and california - finished
eighth and seventh
respectively.
The Kentucky team
now has the opportunity
to judge in an International Contest next June
in Edinburgh, Scotland.

Powerful
'
frtharge
Cards
You'll Ever
Own.

901 Arcadia Dr.
(Across from the City Park)

Full line of residential,
commercial and industrial
electrical supplies.

Your Rural Electric Cooperative metercard is more than a monthly bill. You
actually possess a rare "charge card"
that buys you comfort and convenience
In the form of unlimited electricity. You
can "charge" as much power as you
need, and you never pay for what you
don't use.
Your charge card allows you to cool or
warm your home, refrigerate food, read
at night, watch television and much more,
all with the clean power of electricity.
And, as a Rural Electric Cooperative
charge card holder, you are part of an
organization that is dedicated to serving
you. ltiur Rural Electric Cooperative was
designed - and exists - for the sole purpose of serving its members.

STOP IN AND SEE US!
Open: Mon.-Fri, 7:30-4:30, Sat, 8-12
Lifetime Warranty
on ALL ceiling fans.
American made by Fasco.

Pickens
Electric
Supply

West Kentuckyolik
Rural Electric
Co-op Corp.
753-5012

clear which grain will Association doubt
whether the legislation
be bought."
Commodity grower will even accomplish its
and grain trade groups most basic goal:"
had urged Congress to cleaner grain.
"As far as the legislahold off on the legislation, saying the industry tion is concerned, I
was working on pro- think it is well intended
posals to address pro- but I don',t really think
blems of export grain in practice it.is going to
greatly increase the
quality.
The National Grade marketability of soyTrade Council, for ex- beans," says Jim
ample, warned that Guinn, technical direcfarmers could be hurt tor of soybean quality
by lower prices at programs for the St.
elevators if there were a Louis-based associaprohibition on adding tion. "I don't think it's
back grain-related going to greatly reduce
the amount of foreign
materials.
Others such as the material in exported
American Soybean soybeans."

We are now open
at our new location.

Find out more about your charge card.
Call us. We're always ready to answer
questions about the use of electrical
power.
Perkins Diesel Engine

In the top 10 in the individual
standings
among 148 participants
in Madison, is very
Impressive.

New law prohibits adding material to grain

Livestock market report listed
Cattle 719, Calves 2.
Compared to last week
Slaughter Steers and
Heifers untested, Cows
1.00-2.00 lower, Bulls
1.00-2.00 lower, Calves
and Vealers untested,
Feeder Steers steady 1.00 Higher, Heifers
1.00-9.00 lower on
weights under 500 lb.,
1.00-2.00 Higher on
weights over 500 lb.
SLAUGHTER COWS:
Breaking Utility and
Commercial 2-4,
30.00-38.00, Cutter and
Boning Utility 1-3,
31.00-36.50, Cutter 1-2,
29.50-34.00.

same team won the
AllPennsylvania
American Dairy Show in
a preliminary contest to
the National event. Winning both titles in the
same year probably4
ranks as the greatest accomplishment in the
state's history Of Youth
Dairy Judging.

901 Arcadia Dr.
Murray--

6,

A
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A wet and wildlife homecoming for MSU
•

Parade Grand Marshal Ray
Harm waves to parade spectators at the MSU Homecoming
Parade Saturday. Harm is a
nationally-known wildlife artist.

Members of the Alumni Choir
perform the traditional "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" at
halftime. At far left is Jerry Don
Crutchfield, last year's Outstanding Alumnus and author of the
song "Murray State Will
Always Be My Home."

.4

MSU Department of Music Pressor Emeritus Bob Baar directs
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" during halftime festivities.

fr

t41

U.S. Representative Carroll Hubbard was one of the parade's
participants.

The Ctiabilly Om* High School Marching Band.

MSU President Dr. Kahl Stroup waves from a convertible in the
parade.

The Murray High School Marching Band.

1
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Racer-, win 23-16

Staff photos
by David Tuck

Racer quarterback Mike Proctor heaves a pass in the 23-18 win over Tennessee Tech.

•

MSU safety Kirk Brunson scampers for yardage on an interception return as Tech defenders give
chase. Leading the way is linebacker Luke Curry.

Racer Band member Alan Mattingly was a horn soloist at halftime.

Umbrellas were in order as rains fell on Stewart Stadium.
rt
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was all smiles Vier being crowned Homecoming Queen for 1988.
Ill.,
Carmi.
from
Amy Roser,

Racer I took It easy on a wet track Saturday aft81111N18.
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DR.GOTT

Hovey to lecture on Far East Tuesday
Hovey,
Dr. Rolf
emeritus chairman of
the Department of Music
at Berea College, will
lecpresent
ture/demonstration on
the music and instruments of the Far
East Tuesday, Oct. 28, at
State
Murray
University.

tree and open to the
public.
Hovey will depict the
role of the native instrument through a display
of pictures of each country's artists performing
and recordings of their
music.
He will introduce the
audience to the nan hu
and moon guitar from
China,the shamisen and
shakuhachifrom Japan;
the ankaloong and tant
ayk from Thailand • and
the kulintang from the

Phillippines. Chinese
opera and oriental folk
and popular music also
will be presented.
Informal discussion is
encouraged and instruments
will
be
available for viewing
and playing after the
lecture.
Hovey studied oriental
music and instruments
at
teaching
while
Soochow University in
Taiwan. He has served
as visiting professor of
music at the University

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Norway,
of
Oslo,
Soochow University and
Carleton College in
Minnesota.
He founded the Chapel
Choir at Berea where he
served as head of the
music department from
1944-78.
Additional information
on the lectures may be
obtained by calling Tom
Vanarsdel, assistant professor in the Department
of Music at Murray
State, (502) 742-6460.

Head injuries
and dizziness
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

slight ones, can cause the brain to be
wildly buffeted within the skull. To
one degree or another, brain bruising
can result. Quite simply, this ,is a
concussion.
X-rays can show whether the skull
is fractured, thereby indicating that
the patient received a tremendously
powerful blow to the head. However,
X-rays never will show a concussion,
because the brain tissue is soft and
does not show up well on routine
skull-X-ray studies.
Your daughter appears to have suffered a concussion and has developed
post-concussion syndrome. This relatively common ailment causes recurring headaches, memory difficulty,
feelings of "things not being right,"
insomnia and — occasionally — vertigo, the sensation of spinning. With
time, your daughter's symptoms will
disappear. However, I believe she
needs an examination by ah ear-noseand-throat specialist, to make sure
that she does not have an unrelated inner ear problem.
Incidentally, there are medicines
that can be prescribed to counteract
her vertigo. Ask the otolaryngologist
about them.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have fluid

DEAR DR. GOTT — In 1982, my
20-year-old daughter suffered two
head injuries from sports. She had Xrays and was told that she had no concussion. Several months later she
started to get attacks of vertigo. She
never loses consciousness; everything
just spins violently, and.she is nauseated and lightheaded afterwards. Exams show nothing and her'neurologist
is at a loss. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER — I'm confused
CINCINNATI(AP) — the The News - exceVtion of the Md.; Len Pardue, The
Robert Rhodes, ex- Messenger of Fremont, secretary, who serves Courier-Journal and about your neurologist's confusion.
Head injuries, even relatively
The Louisville (Ky.)
for two years.
ecutive editor of the Ohio.
Times;
serve
as
Bob
Cochnar,
to
Appointed
Corpus Christi (Texas)
Robert Giles, exCaller-Times, has been ecutive editor of The chairman of continuing San Francisco Chroninamed the „new presi- Detroit News,is the new studies was Paul cle; Curtis Riddle,
dent of the Associated APME vice president. Janensch, general news managing oeditor, The
Press Managing Diane Benison, manag- executive of Gannett Co. Cincinnati Enquirer;
The National Council for excellence in writing
Editors, an association ing editor of the The Inc., who moved up Barrie Hartman, Daily
Teachers of English and are recommended
of
Camera,
Boulder,
chairman.
Colo.
vice
from
of executtyes of Evening Gazette of
announces the appoint- to colleges and univernewspapers served by Worcester, Mass., is Gene Foreman, managElected as APME ment of Miriam M.Pier- sities for admission and
The Associated Press. , APME secretary, and ing editor of The
Murray State for financial aid, if need• The APME announc- the treasurer is Don Philadelphia Inquirer, directors to represent cy,
University,
for the 1987 ed. Over 6,000 students
less
newspapers
with
chairvice
new
the
.
ed the results of its elec- Hatfield, editor and is
NCTE Achievement were nominated for
tion of officers and publisher of The Tucson man of continuing than 25,000 circulation
were Barbara Lombar- Awards in Writing. NCTE Awards in 1986.
studies.
directors Thursday. The (Ariz.) Citizen.
Newly elected APME do, The Saratogian-Tri- Through this nationally Results of the contest
association is meeting
completed
a
just
Giles
directors in the at-large County News, Saratoga recognized competition, are announced in Ocin Cincinnati for its 52nd
John now in its 29th year, ap- tober of each year.
annual national conven- one-year term as APME category, to serve three- Springs, N.Y., and
Students are
proximately 800 high
ColoraGibson,
The
Jones
Jenk
Earl
secretary.
were
terms,
year
tion, which concludes a
nominated
for achieveare
cited
seniors
school
Colo.
four-day session Friday. Jr., executive editor of Maucker, Fort Lauder- doan, Fort Collins,
Lombardo
is
to
(Okla.)
Ms.
Tulsa
Janet
News;
the
dale (Fla.)
Rhodes takes over.as
(Cont'd from page 5)
APME president for a Tribune, is the outgoing Brandt, the Tacoma serve a three-year term,
serve
Gibson
will
while
treasurer.
-Tribune;
(Wash.) News
Wechl,sday, Oct. 29
- Wednesday, Oct. 29
one-year term. He sucThe officers serve Tom Marquardt, The a one-year portion of an
ceeds James Daubel,
State Thilversity. This is
Express of
Health
editor and publisher of one-year terms, with the Capital, Annapolis, unexpired term.
Murray-Calloway Coun- sponsored by Murray
ty Hospital will be at Civic Music
Association.
Coldwater Church of
———
Christ from noon to 2
Events in Land Betp.m.
ween the Lakes will in————
804 Coldwater Rd.
Legion of Murray chide Candle Dipping
(formerly Seafood Express)
Moose Lodge will have a for Children from 10
Bro. Ricky Cunningham, Evangelist
dove supper for Legion a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
759-1319
members only at 6:30 Farm; Skywalk at 2
Wednesday (Oct. 29)
Hrs. 9:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat.
p.m. at Golden Pond
p.m.
Visitor Center; Iron Inthru Saturday (Nov. 1)
————
Announces the arrival ofthe"BIG" COOKIE
Slovak State Folk dustry at 10:30 a.m. and
•
(Thocolale Chip *White Chocolate Chip *Peanut Butter
evening
7:00 p.m. each
Available with Balloon Delivery
Ensemble will perform 1:30 p.m. at The
Stop In for FREE sample and
at 8 p.m. in Lovett Homeplace-1850.
sal our unique gift soloctIon.
Auditorium, Murray
————
The presentations,
scheduled at 12:30 and 8
p.m. in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, are

Texas editor named to lead APME

buildup in the middle ear and have
had at least five ventilation tubes put
in. A light-scope test found scar tissue
blocking the Eustachean tube where
it goes to the dose or throat. Can surgery be done to remove the blockage?
DEAR READER — Chronic serous
otitis(the presence of fluid in the middle ear chamber) can be difficult to
treat. Removal of scar tissue blocking
the Eustachean tube (the ear's vent)
can be particularly difficult.
I do not know whether such surgery
would be appropriate for your condition. I suggest that you obtain a second opinion if your otolaryngologist
does not perform this kind of surgery.
Perhaps the ear, nose and throat doctors at a large medical center would
be willing to try to relieve the
blockage.
If you're having an operation, you
should know all you can about it. Dr.
Gott's new Health Report, AN INFORMED APPROACH TO SURGERY, covers everything from second opinions to outpatient surgery.
For your copy,send $1 and your name
and address to P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be sure to mention the title.
10 Int, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Piercy appointed for writing awards

Events....

REVIVAL

Locust Grove Baptist Church

Everyone is cordially invited

ment awards in writing
by their high school
English departments
and are chosen for
recognition by state
judging committees:

of Teachers of English
Is made up of more than
90,000 individual
teachers and institutional members at all
levels of instruction,
(Each nominee submits from elementary school
an impromptu theme through graduate coland a sample of his or lege. Its goal is more efher best writing to be fective teaching of
judged.) The regional English langtiage and
judging committees are literature in the nation's
composed of both high schools and colleges.
publishes Jour- hooks, and recor----M
17
school and coll
teachers who work dings to aid teachers in
under the direction of the classroom and in
their professional
state coordinators,
The National Council development.

'Big Boy' model dies in LA
ailments after a long
Illness.
As a 6-year-old,
Woodruff lived down the
street from a Glendale
restaurant owned by
Bob Wish,-it--iblitier
mayor of the town who
started the Big isoy
restaurants, his
brother, Glenn, said
Saturday.

LOS ANGELES (A?)
— Richard Woodruff,
who as a youngster was
the inspiration for the
chubby little restaurant
mascot "Big Boy," has
died at age 54.
Woodruff, who weighed 300 pounds, died Oct.
20 at North Hollywood
Medical Center from
kidney failure and other
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Pack

Pack

Italiewoon Candies

Bunts Candies

*Smarties Candy Rolls. 16 ounces e'Dubble Bubble Gum, 16 ounces
•Milk Duds Juniors. 8 ounces •Slo Pokes, 8 ounces

'Peanut Butter Kisses, 16 ounces
*Lollipops, 14 ounces

Lodi** Antroni Ill
Briefs & Bikinis
Choose from tailored
or lace elastic trim styles.
• White, pastel or fashion
colors. Non-cling •
Antron€ Ill nylon with
cotton crotch. Sizes 5-Z"

Low Price Every Day
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12 Inch Thormomotor

Low Price Every Day

Sale

Pack Shampoo & Conditioner
•1 8 Ounces each
*Choice of formulas

1.36

Spray 'n Wash
•22 Ounces •Non-aerosol
laundry soil and stain remover

0:

11'

*Round 'Easy to read
numbers 'Weather resistant
'Suitable for Indoor or
outdoor use 'No 7905

Low Price Every Day

St. Ives Swiss Formula Twin
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Hasbro°
Newborn Real Baby"

8.86

•Looq & feels like a
newborn baby 'Comes with
clothes rattle & ID bracelet
•Ages 3 & up 'No 4560

Lounge in comfort in these oversized "skimps "
Choose from prints, stripes or solids Acrylic
jleece. Sizes S-M-L

Reg. 10.94

Ladies Skimps

Available on our Inger* clepartmenr

PHaTO

oadmastar*
10 Inch Tricycle
•Plastic play safe saddle
& fender •Wide stable
/
2-3
rear deck •Ages 11
•No 6701WL

COUPON

Reprint Speqcial

Low Price Every Day

23Reg.
ster
tion
Sale Ends Wednesday, Oct. 29th
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat., 9-9; Sun. 12-6
••••••

For
2.96 Ea.
Infant Or Toddler Pfoadvesar
For boys or girls Assorted
styles some with ear flaps and
ties Various colors, Jacquard and
stripe designs to choose from
Acrylic Sizes S-M-L

10 Reprints .80
FRE1100/0 II
•Automotic focus

Have reprints made from your favorite color
negative Good for standard size reprints
and negatives.

'Total freedom film
transport.

"Spectra 39" And "1 Hour" Processing Not Included

•Auto switch-over

Coupon Must Accompany Order

Rash
'Reg. 109.83

Expires 10-29-66

E
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WAI:MART

WAL-MART ADVERTISED ISERCHANOISE POLICY-11,s our trItentaao to have
*very &overfeed ,tem a stock However 01 du* to any unforeseen reason an
adverhsecl ten's
not evadable 10 purchase War Mart WI ewe a Ham Check
Or,request tor ttle rherchhodolle to be purchaser" at tne sale prce whenever
'veletas. «
Sett yOu a sender Rem iii cornparabre reOuctoon at «Ica We
reserve the "oht to lent, quanfitteS Ltrnttattons vogg trl New Merco
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Haire wins with 12-pound catch

Storey hurt by rainy weather
in Bass'n Gal Championship

Jeanette Storey of Murray is shown being escorted through the weigh-in line Saturday afternoon. Each
of the participants were pulled through the line for the final weigh-in of the tournament.

Murrayan Jeanette Storey, a
two-time national champion currently ranked 12th on the Bass'N
Gal tour, ran into some bad luck,
or rather bad weather, during
the Bass'N Gal World Championship on Kentucky Lake last
weekend.
Storey, the only competitor
from Kentucky, was among four
women who did not catch any
fish in the tournament and she
placed 31st.
Betty Haire, Charlotte, N.C.
edged out Linda England, Old
Hickory, Tenn., by an ounce to
win the 10th annual Competition
and the $30,000 prize Saturday.
Haire caught five fish for a
total of 12 pounds, six ounces
while England caught five fish
for a total of 12 pounds,5 ounces.

During the two-day competi. Gal tournament were able to
Lion, 13 anglers only caught one
find fish the two sunny days of
fish and four caught no fish.
practice, Storey said. However,
Tournament organizer, Sugar
she said during the days of comFerris, said that only in 1977
petition "none of us could
were their fewer fish caught.
establish a pattern." She added
It is hard, Storey said, fishing
that the participants that caught
on "your lake" because there is fish "lucked up on them."
so much pressure. She said,
She said that many of the par"everybody expects you to do
ticipants were disappointed In
well."
the fishing. Storey added that
Storey said there were several
factors that contributed to the,, they were impressed with the
fall colors seen around the lakes.
participants having a.hard time
While the local angler is disapcatching fish. She explained that
pointed to not have done better
In addition to rain, the lake was
she is ready to start another
rising on Friday which scattered
round of tournaments in the
the fish. Also, there were
Lady Bass circuit.
several other tournaments on
"I'm all fired up and ready to
the lake. Storey said the lake
start on next year's tournawas "covered up with boats."
ment," Storey said.
The participants in the Bass'N

.711
,
1
- ,0 01A,

A large scoreboard keeps spectators informed of the tournament leaders.

Desoite rainy weather, a crowd gathered at Kenlake Marina Saturday afternoon to watch the final
weigh-in of the two-day tournament.
Staff photos by Iireg Tras is

Everyone is concerned
about the cost of doing
business. Executives,
professional people, and
individuals working hard
for their money.

A portion of tbe tournament participants wait their turn at being escorted through the weigh-in line
Saturday afternoon.

Memory •
• Insurance
Available,
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QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

I

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"
•Limit one coupon per customer and ono
coupon per roll with this ad.
/spires Nov. 3rd, 1986

11018ti1a
ci) ale
15%

1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING 1
Olympic Plaza, Murray
739-9347
owl
Open Mon -Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
MEI
111111
NM

Republic offers financing
for: business or personal
reasons, property
improvements, real estate
purchases and refinancing,
auto loans and loans for
any worthwhile purpose.

off

Boxed
Christmas Cards

I can evaluate your existing
loans, and tailor the right
loan for you . . . at a very
attractive rate. Call today
for an appointment.

Starting at $ 1 .„
99(Box of 20)
by

fie

%V
AMERICAN GREETINGS

Snap Shot
Photo

Loan rates tend to vary. So
it is good business to stay
informed of current prime
loan rates. But it's hard.
You may already have an
existing loan at a much
higher rate. Why not consider refinancing it with us
at today's low bank rates.

Great
Selections!

FArsrTUSY

Good ti! Nov.

10th

Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy
Hwy. 641 South

753-7688

Tony Mutt
Assistant Banking Officer
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

(502)759-1630

EQUAL
40USIEM
ENDER

A F•deralty Insured Savings Sank
with over $200,000,000 In Mast,

1
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Racers rally, defeat Golden Eagles 23-16
By KENT BROWN
Sports Editor
Rodney Payne was
due.
As a Murray State
freshman in 1985, Payne
returned 16 kickoffs for
464 yards, a 29-yard per
return average, best in
Division I-A. A 78-yard
return was included
among the 16.
Going into Saturday's
Homecoming game with
Tennessee Tech, Payne
had returned 14 kicks
for 308 yards this year,
averaging 22 yards a
return, sixth in the Ohio

Valley Conference. His
longest return was 39
yards. His longest run
from the line of scrimmage was 21 yards.
Payne was a
breakaway runner
unable to break away.
No more.
Payne caught the
opening kickoff of Saturday's game at MSU's
four-yard-line, found an
alley up the middle, cut
to his left and sprinted
to the end zone.
The 96-yard return
proved to be the winning
margin, as the Racers

(3-3-1, 0-2) rallied in the
fourth quarter for a
23-16 victory over the
Golden Eagles (0-6, 0-3).
They kicked it right
where we wanted them
to kick it — in the middle of the field," Payne
said. "We had a middle
double-wedge return on,
and the wedge set up
perfect. I had a lot of
MOM.'

Payne's running also
fueled the winning
drive.
After Tony Thornton's
Interception at the TTU
30, MSU needed lust

four plays to score — a
17-yard run by Payne,
four-yard runs by Frank
Thigpen and Payne and
a five-yard run by David
Williams, his first
touchdown run at MSU.
Thigpen and Williams
alternated at fullback,
for starter Bill'Bird sat

out the game due to an
pulled hamstring.
"Tennessee Tech had
a good defense," Payne
said, "but we knew they
weren't better than us."
MSU head coach
Frank Beamer said
(Oont'd on page 13)

Rodney Payne, below, gained 135 yards in 22 carries and returned the opening ldckoff 96 yards for
a touchdown. Right, the Racersjumped on David
Williams after he scored the winning touchdown
on a five-yard run late in the fourth quarter.
daft pliallea by David Took

0-

Hurst,on three days rest, starting for Boston in Game 7
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
A rainout has given a
fresh start to the Boston
Red Sox and New York
Mets.
But did the Sunday
night Arizzle that pushed back Garpe 7 of the
World Series until this
evening also/wash away
the emotion of the
previous 24 hours?
"Mentally, yes, it
should help us," said

Boston Manager John
McNamara, whose
team blew a two-run
lead in the bottom of the
10th inning Saturday
night after being within
one strike of its first
championship since
1918.
Tonight, with clearing
skies forecast, the Red
Sox got one last try at
reversing a history of
collapse that includes
seventh-game losses in
the World Series in 1946,

1967 and 1975. The rain
also gave McNamara an
opporunity to make a
final move — and to be
second-guessed again.
Left-hander Bruce
Hurst, an impressive
winner in Games 1 and
5, will start for Boston in
pEdwards.
While other teams
seemingly have scored
at , who was hit hard in
losing the third game.
Hurst will oppose Ron
Darling, who has not

allowed an earned run
in 14 innings in the
Series. This will be a
rematch of Game 1, won
by Boston 1-0, and it will
iiiark the 30th time the
World Series has gone
the limit — with the
visiting team having
won 17 of the previous
29.
McNamara told Boyd
of the decision Sunday
night at the team's
hotel, and the excitable
right-hander had tears

7

Murray State opened a whole
new world of hopf for me,
71

— Karen Woolum

v1.0'

Adults. Now is the time to
contact Murray State University
about those classes you want to
take in the spring. All you have
to do is call the ABC service.
The ABC service is part of
MSU's Counseling and Testing
Center and is designed
specifically to help adult
students. ABC will help you
•choose your classes,
• learn the system,
• provide information
about admission and
• remove the
anxiety of enrolling.
And if you contact them now,
ABC will help you have a hasslefree registration next spring.
ABC is here for you. Call us at
762-6851.

13

in his eyes as he listened
"It's just that it was
my turn and after all
to his manager.
Later in the evening, I've been through. But
fellow pitcher and close I'm sorry, my sensitives
friend Al Nipper, who are going to show
consoled Boyd when he through every time.
"This one hurts more
threw a mid-season
trantrum after being because I was so psychleft off the All-Star ed to pitch the one game
team, could be seen that means everything.
again commiserating Mac said I'd be the first
one out of he bullpen,
with his teammate.
"It hurts so bad, what but I don't know if the
can I do?" Boyd told intensity will be there."
Hurst has allowed just
USA Today. "Bruce is
on a roll and Mac thinks two runs in 17 innings
the Mets have a better against the Meta but
there were questions as
left-handed lineup.

to how he would do on
just three days' rest. He
has tried it only once
this season, when -he
worked seven innings
against California in
Game 5 of the playoffs.
"He was a little bit
tired," McNamara
admitted.
McNamara's move
again left him open for
criticism, which occurred after the Red Sox
lost Saturday night, 6-5.
McNamara got some
heat for pulling ace
Roger Clemens too soon

BUILD YOUR FUTURE AT MSU

4.4u4s Back. to College
Counseling and Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky 42071

"This is an outstanding second-guess situation," he said during a
news conference Sunday. "But I didn't
second-guess myself
about anything I did in
that baseball game. I
did exactly what I
wanted to."
Darling, meanwhile,
managed to get an extra
day off because of the
(Cont'd on page 13)

Dickerson stays on record pace,
gains 170 yards against Falcons
By KEN RAPPOPORT people offensively. Run- with 170 yards, and
ning is their strong suit threw his first career
AP Sports Write*
With the quarterback and it's worn by Eric touchdown pass to boot,
as the Rams defeated
problems the Los Dickerson.
The NFL's leading the Atlanta Falcons 14-7
Angeles Rams 'have
been suffering, they rusher continued on his in a struggle of NFC
aren't going to surprise record pace Sunday West powers.
"It was a fierce, hard
struggle for first place,"
Rams Coach John
Robinson said, "and I
felt we reacted well to
the challenge."
The pictures of the football game between
With his performance
Calloway County and Paducah Tilghman Friday
Dickerson movSunday,
night did not come out due to the inclement
ed passed the 1,000-yard
weather. The Ledger and Times regrets and
mark as the Rams took
apologizes for not having picture coverage of the
over first place in the
game. The Ledger and Times especially wants to
NFC West. Dickerson
apologize to Coach Jack Haskins and all the
built his NFL-leading
members of the Lakers' football team.
rushing yardage to 1,030

We apologize

KAREN WOOLUM, 38, Puryear, Tenn., returned to college in
the fall of 1985. Karen, a sophomore English major, is a single
parent of two children, ages six
and eight. She is involved in the
Adult Student Club and also
works in the MSU Foundation
Office. Karen attends MSU fulltime and commutes to Murray
daily. Karen found support,advice
and friendship through the ABC
services. We helped Karen and we
celn help you too.

and leaving hobbling
Bill Buckner at first
base too long.

ACTUAL FIRST SESSION

'
THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE.
You're Invited To Attend Without Cost or Obligation
Monday, October 27th — 7:01 P M.
Bank of Murray University Branch
North 641, Murray, Kentucky
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce
For More Information 753-5171
Accredited by the Council for Noncollegiote Continutng EducatIon
Presented by Charles D. Eubank and Associates, Inc.

Da• Carnegie
Forder

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
$ 1 99 Burgers

SPECIAL:
Chicken
" Sandwich &
French Fries

'itpociol Good Oct. 2744ov. 3

Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045

yards at the midpoint of
this season, putting him
ahead of his recordsetting pace of 1984,
when he set the league
mark with 2,106 yards.
In other NFL action
Sunday, it was Denver
20, Seattle 13; Dallas 37,
St. Louis 6; Pittsburgh
30, Cincinnati 9; Miami
17, Indianapolis 14;
Kansas City 27, Tampa
Bay 20; New York Jets
28, New Orleans 23; Los
Angeles Raiders 28,
Houston 17; Chicago 13,
Detroit 7; Cleveland 23,
Minnesota 2 0 ;
Philadelphia 23, San
Diego 7; San Francisco
31, Green Bay 17 and
New England 23, Buffalo 3.
Washington visits the
New York Giants
tonight.
The Rams scored
their touchdowns on a
22-yard interception
return by linebacker
Mark Jerue and Dickerson's touchdown pass
After a scoreless first
quarter, Jerue put the
Rams ahead when he
picked off a pass by
Atlanta's David Archer
and ran untouched into
the end zone 1:08 into
the second period.
Moments later, Jerue
helped set up the second
Los Angeles touchdown
when he caused a fumble when he tackled the
Falcons' Gerald Riggs.
Linebacker Greg

(Oont'd on page LI)

41,
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Payne opens game with 96-yard TD sprint
((bard from page 12)
when the drive started
he was playing for a
field goal
"I wanted to run the
football, get it into the
middle of the field and
kick a field goal," he
noted
Payne's 17-yard run,
his longest of ',the day,
gave the Racers a first
down at the 13 and
quickly changed
Beamer's thinking.
Payne finished with 135
yards in 28 carries.
On the interception,
Thornt9ii,a sophomore,
was than-on-man and
had zone coverage

Beamer had been
behind him. It was the
first interception of his thinking field goal
Saturday because Murcollegiate career.
We were in the kind ray State's offense had
of defense where I could been struggling.
take a chance and go for
In seven possession in
the interception," the second half, the
Thornton said. "It was a Racers hadn't run more
quick out, and I read it than six plays, had lost
and just dove for the two fumbles and thrown
ball...1 didn't think I two interceptions and
was having a good had scored just three
game. I felt I had to points.
•
make a big play."
On the prior possesBeamer said MSU
hadn't used that par- sion to the touchdown
ticular coverage since it drive, the Racers had
stopped Eastern Ken- taken over at the ITU 18
tucky's pass for a two- after Kirk Brunson had
point conversion late in recovered a fumble by
quarterback Brent
that game.

Fisher. Payne,
however, fumbled on
MSU's first play.
"I thought we played
hard, but we didn't play
well in spots," Beamer
said. "...We acted like
we didn't want to win, at
times. We were fortunate to win."
Murray State finished
with just 239 yards of
total offense, 164
rushing and 75 passing.
Quarterback Michael
Proctor completed 8 of
24, passes and threw
three interceptions.
"...Michael didn't
play well today,"
Beamer said. "...He'd

be the first to tell you
that. He'll be better next
week.. It takes time to
be a good quarterback.
And Michael is going to
be a real good
quarterback."
Tennessee Tech
quarterbacks Rip Flippo and Fisher completed just 11 of 23 and
threw two interceptions
on a day when the conditions were: overcast
sky, 58 degrees at
kickoff and a 10-15
m.p.h. southerly wind.
One of Fisher's completions, though, was a
46-yarder to Kenneth

At the season's midway point

Dickerson already over 1,000 yards
((oned from page 1s)
Meisner scooped up the
ball at the Atlanta 30
and ran it to the ,15. On
the next play, Dickerson
started around right
end, pulled up and threw
a touchdown pass to
tight end David Hill to
make it 14-0.
Broncos 20,Seahawks 13
John Elway passed
for 321 yards, including
a 34-yard touchdown
toss to Vance Johnson
on a flea-flicker play,
and a grudging Denver
defense yielded only two
field goals until the closing minutes in the Broncos' victory over
Seattle.
The triumph boosted
the Broncos' record to
7-1 and gave them a twogame lead in the AFC
West over Seattle, Kansas City and the Los
Angeles Raiders, all 5-3.
Cowboys 37, Cardinals6
Quarterback Danny
White, making his first
start in a month, threw
two touchdown passes
and Herschel Walker
rushed for 120 yards and
scored twice to lead
Dallas over St. Louis.
Walker, starting at
tailback because of
Tony Dorsett's bruised
knee, scored on
touchdown runs of 19
and four yards and got

his first 100-yard
rushing day in the NFL.
Steelers 30,Bengali9
Earnest Jackson and
Walter Abercrombie
ran for more than 100
yards each and Mark
Malone returned from a
two-week injury layoff
to throw two touchdown
passes as Pittsburgh
beat Cincinnati.
Gary Anderson kicked
three field goals as the
Steelers won for the first
time in four home
games this season.
Dolphins 17,Colts 13
Quarterback Dan
Marino passed for 243
yards and a touchdown
and Miami's John Offerdahl made a gamesaving tackle at the
Dolphins' 14-yard line in
the closing seconds,
preserving the victory
over the Colts, 0-8.
It was the Dolphins'
13th straight victory
over the Colts, the
longest current string in
the league.
adefs 27, Buccaneers 20
Jeff Smith scored the
go-ahead touchdown on
a 32-yard run in the
fourth quarter, lifting
Kansas City over Tampa Bay. It was the
Chiefs' longest scoring
run of the season.
Jets 28, Saints 23
Al Toon, the NFL's

leading receiver, caught
three touchdown passes
from Ken O'Brien as the
Jets won a club-record
sixth straight game.
New York built a 28-6
lead through three
quarters and withstood
New Orleans' 17-point
final period to raise its
record to 7-1, tops in the
AFC East.
Toon had six catches
for 101 yards, giving
him 49 receptions this
year.
&alders 28, Oilers 17
Quarterback Marc
Wilson threw four
touchdown passes, three
to tight end Todd
Christensen, and the
Raiders defense sacked
Houston quarterback
Warren Moon six times
and intercepted four
passes.
The Raiders won their
fifth straight game after
three losses.
The Raiders played
the game without their
leading rusher, Marcus
Allen, sidelined with an
ankle injury.
Citicago 13, Detroit 7
Linebacker Wilber
Marshall's one-man
sack, strip and 12-yard
touchdown fumble
return led Chicago over
DT Marshall sackuarterback Eric
ed
Hipple, forced a fumble,

recovered and returned
the Bears'
only touchdown early in
the first quarter.
Kevin Butler kicked
two field --goals, including a 27-yarder with
18 seconds remaining in
the game.
Bears quarterback
Jim McMahon, who
missed last week's 23-7
loss at Minnesota
because of various injuries, returned to action to run his string to
22 straight victories in
games he has started.
McMahon completed 17
of 24 passes for 141
yards as the defending
Super Bowl champions
improved their record
to 7-1.
Browns 23, Vildngs 20
Matt Bahr's third
field goal of the game, a
22-yarder with 1:48 to
play, boosted Cleveland
over Minnesota.
Cleveland rallied
from a 17-3 halftime
deficit and still trailed
20-10 after three
quarters. But Curtis
Dickey, who rushed for
105 yards, tied the game
at 20-20 with a 17-yard
touchdown run with 4:23
to play to set the stage
for Bahr's winning field
goal.
Bahr also had a
career-long 52-yard

12 yards for

Lakers qualify for state meet
Kevin Garland placed
placed third, missing
qualifying for the state eighth for the Lakers.
Mark Watkins came in
meet by just 11 points.
The top two teams 11.th, Rick Henninger
14th, Mike Ross 17th,
qualify.
Paducah Tilghman Greg Workman 20th and
captured the boys' title, Carl Howes 29th. The
totaling 38 points. top five finishers
Calloway County totaled counted toward the
53, while Warren East team score.
had 65.
"Sons ran real well,
"We knew Tilghman but he was disappointed
would be close to im- he didn't finish second,"
possible to beat," CCHS Thompson said.
head coach Dan Thomp- "Garland and Watkins
son said, "though we both ran their beat races
came as close to them of the year."
as we have this
(Coned from page 12)
year...We are going to
Thompson said Sons
rain. Darling won Game the state meet shooting has a good chance to
4 on Wednsday night, to finish fifth or higher." finish in the top seven in
and both he and
the state, which would
Sons covered the mud- put him on the firstManager Davey
Johnson said they felt dy, five-kilometer team all-state team.
confident the right- course in 17:28. Jimmy
hander would do fine on Herald of Warren East
three days' rest. But an won in 16:17. Herald is
undefeated in the state
extra day never hurt.
"It should be this fall and is favored
beneficial for him," to win the individual title at the state meet.
McNamara said.
Led by Randy Sons'
third-place finish, the
Calloway County boys'
cross country team
came in second at the
regional meet Saturday
in Owensboro, quAlify.
ing it for the state meet.
CCHS's girls' team

Darling
starting
for Mets

Warren East won the
girls' meet, totaling 48
points. Webster County
came in second with 57.
Calloway County had 68.
Lady Lakers Janna
Wilson and Pam Knight
qualified for the state
meet by finishing fourth
and seventh. Wilson's
time was 12:55 for the
three-kilometer race.
Connie Ross, the only
senior on the squad,
placed 18th, and Sue
Donato placed 19th,
Kristie Baker 25th,
Natille Ross 27th and
Amy Furgeson 29th.
"The girls didn't have
a sub -par meet,"
Thompson said. "They
just had two tough
teams to beat."

got the lead back with
4:47 left in the half, on a
seven-yard run by
Thigpen up the middle.
Proctor's pass for the
two-point conversion
was incomplete, leaving
the score 13-8, which is
who it stood at halftime.
Thigpen's run capped
a two-play, nine-yard
drive set up by Brunson's interception and
39-yard return.
The Golden Eagles
scored on the third play
of the fourth quarter
and went ahead 16-13.
Fisher, again, went over
from the 1. Fisher hit
Nate Hooks for the twopoint conversion.
An interception by
cornerback Terry
Wright had given Tech
the ball at the MSU 49.
'Rickert tied the game
with a 38-yard field goal
with 4:48 on the
scoreboard.
"Paul missed a couple

Gilstrap in the first
quarter, a short pass
that Gllstrap turned into
a big gain.
Gllstrap's catch moved the Golden Eagles to
the MSU 10, and three
plays later, Fisher went
over from the 1. Tech
faked the extra point
kick, as holder Scott
Meadows threw to tight
end John Krzywiec for
two points, giving his
team an 8-7 lead with
8:18 remaining in the
quarter.
The Racers came
right back and drove
from their 20 to the ITIJ
29, before Proctor tripped pulling away from
the center on a fourthand-three play.
MSUS Paul Hickert
missed field goals from
30 and 41 yards in the second quarter, snapping
a string of six straight
without a miss.
Murray State finally

nem goal in the first
quarter and a 19-yarder
In the fourth.
Eagles 23, Chargers 7
Philadelphia's'
defense shut down the
explosive San Diego offense and Paul McFadden kicked three field
goals to lead the Eagles
over the Chargers. The
Chargers, seventh in the
league on total offense
and averaging 22.7
points a game, gained
279 yards against the
ever-improving "46
Defense" taught by
Eagles Coach Buddy
Ryan.
San Diego played
without starting
quarterback Dan Fouts
and top runner Lionel
James. Backup quarterback Mark Herrmann
completed 11 of 29
passes for 122 yards.
before leaving with a
concussion early in the
fourth quarter.. The 71
Chargers rushed for just
72 yards while passing
for a total of 207 as they
lost their seventh
straight after a seasonopening victory.
49ers 31,Packers 17
Ronnie Lott, the
NFL's interception
leader, picked off two
Green Bay passes and
returned one 55 yards
for the go-ahead
touchdown to pace San
Francisco. Lott stepped
In front of Green Bay
wide receiver Phillip
Epps and raced down
the sideline to give San
Francisco a 21-14 lead
with 14:07 remaining.
Ray Wersching added
a 27-yard field goal with
5:13 left, and Tory Nixon returned another interception 88 yards for
the final touchdown with
33 seconds remaining,
stopping Green Bay's
final drive.
Patriots 23, Bills 3
Tony Franklin kicked
three field goals and
quarterback Tony
Eason, returning from a
two-week absence,
keyed a ball-control
New England offense to
lead the Patriots.
Eason, who had been
sidelined with a rib injury, scrambled for a
career- and game-high
55 yards on four carries.

In the second quarter,
but then he came back
and hit a big one for us,"
Beamer said.
Tackle Jim Murphy
led the Racers in
tackles, with five
unassisted and four
assisted. Brunson, the
safety, and Steve Hill, a
tackle, both had eight
total tackles. End Willie
Beater had seven
tackles, two for losses,
and recovered a fumble.
He was named the
game's MVP.
The Racers travel to
Morehead State next
Saturday. Both teams
are tied for the conference lead, along with
Eastern Kentucky,
Akron and Austin Peay.
"This is one of those
games we have to win,"
Reamer said. "We don't
have a chance at winning the conference if we
loss. It's getting down to
the nitty-gritty."

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORF

753-8355

-_ _ ,- •

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L TPd. PF
N.Tashi
New England
Miami

Buffalo
Indlanapais

7
5
3
2
0

PA
.875201 lig

1
3
5
6
8

0
0
0
0
0

3
3
6
7

0
0
0
0

626
05
160
.126

1
5
3
3
7

0
0
0
0
0

.875 WO HO
.126 1111 172
.05 164 147
.06 178 120
AN 10 234

Atlanta
San Francisco
New Orleans

.06 2111 115

Ada MI US
.200 101 171
000 81 301

Central
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Houston
Denver
Kansas City
L.A Fielders
Seattle
San Diego

5
5
2
1
Mat
7
5
5
5
1

105
175
115
146

213
IMP
101
128

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Waahtrigton
Dallas
N.Y Giants
Philadelphia
St. Louis

6
6
5
3
1

1
2
2
5
7

0
0
0
0
0

867 148 118
750236 134
714 142 90
575 121 168
126 108 194

1
3
5
7
7

0
0
0
0
0

875
.05
.05
.10
.125

2

0

Central
Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Tampa Bay.
L.A. Rams

7
5
3
1
1
Wed
6

116
175
123
108
127

97
114
14$
222
718

750 144

127

5
5

2
2
5

1
0

687 167 132
201 124
375 152 150

687

Gams

Stawl/res
Pittsburgh 7113, Cincinnati 9

Minnesota 20
Cleveland
Chicago 13, Detroit 7
Angale• Raiders X. Houston 17
Miami 17, Indianapolis 12
New Kntland 22, Buffalo $
New York Jets 28, New Orleans 23
Philadelphia 311, San Diego 7
San Francisco 31, Green Bay 17
Kamm City 27, Tampa Bay 20
Los Angeles Rams 14. Atlanta 7
Dallas 87, St. Louis 6
Denver 20, Seattle 13

lkinday's Gime
Washingtori at New York Giants
' Sunday. Nev.2
Atlanta at New Zngland
Buffalo at Tampa Bay
Cincinnati at Define
Cleveland at Indianapolis
Dallas at New York Giants
Green Bay at Pittsburgh
Houston at Miami
Philadelphia at St. Louis
San Francisco at New Orleans
Denver at Los Angeles Raiders
Kansas City at San Diego
New York Jets at Seattle
Minnesota at Washington
y. Nov. 3
Los Angeles Rams at Chicago

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

MISIMIESE0116.

We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!
TRY US BEFORE YOU BUY!
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTE
514S. 12th

Estb. 1956

753-1750

Did you use
water today?

BEWARE!!
DO YOU DARE VISIT

01/01011
01110041 MOTORS C00,

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

WHO KNOWS WHAT PERILS AWAIT t
THOSE BRAVE ENOUGH TO ENTER!

ML

Oct. 27-31
7:00 p.m.-?

1979 ELCAMINO CONQUISTA

Power steering, power brakes, power windows, power door locks, tilt, cruise,
automatic transmission, air conditioning, rally wheels, bucket seats - console, 49,xxx
miles, black and brown in color.

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
ON HWY. 121 NORTH OF MURRAY

$4,900.00
PURCHASE
WAIN
AREA
TAYLOR
CIIIVROLIT, MC. aloof'
113-14117

THE HAUNTED FOREST?

441 S. alweray

DIALER

re •

Proceeds from The Haunted Forest
go towards -Kids tlitistmasA Christmas party for under priviledged
children in Murray & Calloway County

Then you are a shareholder in
Kentucky's Water Resources
Protect Your Liquid Assets
Come to a public meeting on Noveniber 1. 1986. at one of the following locations to talk about the important water issues of Kentucky and
your area.
Owensboro - Owensboro Daviess County Area Museum
Lake Cumberland State Resort Park. Lure Lodge
Jamestown
Private Dining Room
Kentucky Dam Village — Village Inn. Lobby Conference Room
Jenny Wiley State Resort Park. May Lodge. Room 3
Prestonsburg
Barren River Area Development District Office.
Bowling Omen
740 E 10th Street. Conference Room
Frankfort - Capital Plaza Tower Auditonum
10:00 A.M. Local Time
The Kentucky Division of Water is sponsoring these meetings to obtain citizen Loin
ments on water issues as the 1988 90 Kentucky Water Management Plan is
developed This is %miff first opportunity to suggest how.best to manage Kentucky's
water resources into the end of this decade
For more information contact Mike Kimmel (502) 564 3410

AEI
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet

1

•
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By GARY LARSON

Murray Country Club to elect directors
Three new directors
will be named from a•
slate of six nominees to
three-year terms on the
Murray Country Club
board of directors at a
general meeting of the
membership tomorrow
night and beginning at 7
p.m.
The six nominees are
W. Sam Jones, Jr., Martha (Mrs. Steve) Andrus, Dave Reeves,
Larry R. Robinson, Linda (Mrs. Don) Alexander and Jack M.
Belote.
Mrs. Andrus currently is serving on the
board as its secretary,
having been named early in the year to fill a
vacancy caused by the
resignation of Mary
(Mrs. Bill) Bogard.
The three directors to
be elected tomorrow
night will replace Mrs.

Bogard, Club President
Ben Hogancamp and
Dr. Buriton Young,
whose terms expire
January 1.
The remaining directors are Vice President
Johnny Gingles, Sam
Spiceland, Jeanetta
(Mrs. Rob) Williams,
Bill Holt and Rick Orr.
Also expected at the
meeting will be a
presentation of a proposed improvements
and additions master
plan for the club's
physical facilities for
the next five to 10 years.
Pat Kerr, a Paducah
architect and planner,
has been working with
the board for the past
six months in providing
direction for future
growth of the club's
facilities.
One provision of this
plan, the conversion of

the club's 18 greens
from bermuda to bent
grass, was approved by
the membership at a
special meeting in
August. This work, according to Hogancamp,
already has been implemented, is progressing on time and within
budget.
The growing season
for the greens

also are part of the over- said in a recent letter to
all master plan, he has the membership urging
informed the maximum attendance
at tomorrow night's
membership.
"There are no plans to meeting.
Other priority items, budget funds for imEach member if the
such as clubhouse provements at this
renovations, swimming meeting, but rather to board also is expected to
pool additions, resurfac- receive input from the give a brief report at the
ing of tennis courts, con- membership so that meeting concerning.,
struction of a youth ac- items may be prioritis- their committee activities building and ad- ed for implementation tivities during the preditional landscaping in the near future," he sent year.
necessitated that the
earlier membership action be taken, he
explained.

Toyota opponent seeks assistance
FRANKFORT, Ky. distribute his anti(AP) — An opponent of Toyota bumper
the Toyota Motor Corp. stickers.
"I think there's going
plant being built in Scott
County says he is to be a helluva demand
enlisting central Ken- for them," Don Wiggins
tucky car dealers to of Winchester said

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

"I have often laughed at the weaklings who thought themselves good
because they had no claws."
— Nietzsche.

Today's South can attack in only
one way to score his no-trump
game. How should he play the
hearts to capture his ninth trick?
South wins the first diamond, and
a quick count of tricks reveals a total of only eight (four spades, two
hearts and two minor suit aces). The
only possible hope for a ninth trick
lies with the heart suit. How should
South proceed?
A ninth trick can be developed if
West holds a singleton heart honor
or East the Q-J doubleton. South's
heart nine will then become the
gatne-going trick. But since these
possibilities are long shots, South
should try a better percentage shot.
After winning the first diamond,
South should lead a low heart to
dummy's 10. East wins the jack and
exits with a club to South's ace.
Dummy's heart king is cashed, followed by the ace and jack of spades
and the ace of hearts. West's heart
queen falls, and South cashes his
heart nine and claims two more
spades with dummy's king and
queen.
The suggested play in hearts wins
whenever West was dealt either
missing heart honor, doubleton or
tripleton, and clearly offers the best
chance.

INCLUDES 12 ASSORTED
CHRISTMAS CARDS
2-8x1Os
3-5x7s
15 wallets
Plus 12
Christmas cards

ONLY

95
Reg. $17.95

Children of all ages, aduits and groups.
954 deposit per advertised package. $1 sitting fee for each
additional subject in same portrait. Poses our selection. Not
valid with any other offer. One adverflUd package per subject, or group posed together.

Tueiday, October 28 thru Saturday, November 1
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
700 US Highway 641 North, Murray
41111111airs
THE PORTRAIT PLACE

Friday.
However, spokesmen
at two of the four
dealers Wiggins mentioned said they did not
plan to take part. A
third refused to corn-

NORTH
10-27-A
4K Q 7 5
•K 10
•1 5 4 2
4965
WEST
EAST
482
46 9 6 4 3
Q73
J 8 62
•ICQJ98
•3
4Q 4 3
4 K J 10 7
SOUTH
4 A J 10
IP A 9 54
•A 106
4A 8 2
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1 NT
Pass
24
Pass
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3,NT — Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Diamond king
LEAD

THE ACES
10-27-B

South holds:
2
96 3

•Q J
•Q J 10 8 2
East
1•

South
Pass

North
All pass

ANSWER: Diamond queen. With
trump control, choose the shorter
suit. A ruff may be available.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P.O. Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75215, with self-addreired,
stamped envelope for reply.

-WAREHOUSE
&T

0)

West
44

ment, but the other
predicted the stickers
were "going to go over
pretty well."
Wiggins said he had
two stickers printed:
"Toyota Must Pay Its
Own Way" and "Buy
U.S.A. Not Japanese."
The first refers to property and other incentives offered by the
state to attract the
Camry assembly plant,
Wiggins said. But the second refers to all
Japanese products.
Wiggins said he
delivered or shipped 100
of each, at $1 apiece, to
L.R. Cooke Chevrolet in
Lexington, 50 of each to
Bunt Gross Chevrolet in
Irvine, 10 of each to
Sutherland Chevrolet in
Nicholasville and 25
"Buy U.S.A." to Tom
Wood Pontiac in
Lexington.
Scott Thomas, the
general manager at
L.R. Cooke, confirmed
having the stickers but
declined to answer when
asked how he would use
them, whether he--had
paid Wiggins and how
the stickers would be
perceived by his
competitors.
Pete Sutherland,
owner of the
Nicholasville dealership, said he "paid a
small amount" for the
stickers and considered
them acceptable "if you
have a belief in
something."
"My concern is both"
the state's granting of
Incentives and the Incroachment of import
cars on the U.S. market,
Sutherland said.

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

FOODS

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
6C0

2 Liter Bottles

Totino

Frito-Lay

Pepsi
abk Products

Pizza
Assorted Variety

93°

III

I

Potato
Chips
Reg. $1.39

98°

88°

Ic

Field
Old Fashion

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Wieners

88°

Lb

Gal. $ 1 89

Field

Reelfoot

Bologna

Bacon
12 Oz

1 Lb. Box

68°

88°

No. 1 VVhlte

Yellow

Potatoes

Onions

9

Shedd Country Crock Margarine

Grapes
Lb.

$159

Red

Ice Cream

Grapefruit
48 Ct.

$359 4/$ °°

Plus Deposit

Thompson
White Seedless

3 Lb. Tub

Turner

4 Qt Pal

79
Oz.1
8 Pk. 16
$

Lb. 1

Saltines

Jumbo Rolls

Pepsi, Mt. Dew
or Diet Pepsi

$ 1 2
9

Lb

10 Lb.

Paper Towels

$ 1 19

1 2% Milk
Turner /

&L;kix-j/11 $ 1 39

Nabisco Premium

Sausage

120z.

440
--

Bolt

00
p of

Washington State,
Red or Yellow Delicious

44

egt

.Apples

68°747 49°

•4.;

,
41
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Bookmobile makes stops in all areas
WEEKSBURY, Ky.
(AP) — Thomas Webb
stopped in a lane so narrow the tree-branches
scraped the sides of his
van, and reached behind
the seat for four books
set aside in a plastic bag
for one of his regular
customers.
For Flora Rife, in her
80s, Webb's arrival at
her rural eastern Kentucky home is a major
biweekly event.
Talking animatedly,
she hustled him from
her porch into a dark
living room piled with
stacks of paper,
photographs, books and
mementoes. Webb sat
down and placed the
books he had brought on
the coffee table.

The 25-year-old radio
station employee and
part-time student drives
a blue -and -white
bookmobile, lined with
shelves for 2,000
volumes, for the Kentucky Department of
Libraries and Archives.
For isolated readers
In parts of rugged Floyd
County,"I'm all they've
got," he said.
The bookmobile
culminates a centuryold tradition that
started with book
deliveries in the mountains by boat, train,
horse and muleback, according to "Kentucky
Bookmobiles: A Century In The Making,"
published by the
Libraries and Archives

and Archives agency,
Department.
A Louisville literary and extended the travelclub began shipping ing library service
books in small compart- statewide.
In eastern Kentucky.
mented crates to areas
without libraries in 1887. Berea College — which
The Kentucky had sent reading
Federation of Women's materials into isolated
Clubs' then started a hills and hollows by
traveling library, and mall train, riverboat
Chairwoman Fannie and mule since the 1890s
Castleman Rawson — began a bookwagon
traveled 96 miles on service about 1916 which
muleback one season had an annual circula"taking books up tion of 60,000 volumes a
creekbottoms, over year at its peak.
mountain ranges and
In the Depression, the
across the headwaters
of the Kentucky and federal Works Progress
Administration
Cumberland rivers."
In 1910, the General established "packhorse
Assembly formed the libraries," starting in
Kentucky Library Com- Leslie County in 1934
mission, predecessor of and including 30 counthe present Libraries ties by 1939.

Confederate soldier buried at home
GAINESBORO, Tenn.
(AP) — After 123 years,
the remains of Confederate soldier Cyrus
G. Clark are back in his
District Judge David Bucldngham, left, recently made a presentation and led a discussion with a group native Tennessee,
and the Law."
of Calloway County Middle School Seventh and Eighth Graders on the topic of "Drugs
buried in a pine coffin
teacher Pete
School
Middle
by
coordinated
program
ongoing
the
of
part
was
presentation
The
next to his wife's grave.
O'Rourke, right, to educate Middle School students on drug use, abuse, legal consequences and related
About 100 of Clark's
subjects. This was the second time that Judge Buckingham has spoken to the group. Other speakers descendants watched
have include the juvenile probation officer and law enforcement officials. CMS students pictured are, Saturday as a
Edfrom left, Roger Arms, John Parker, Greg Milton, Pam Bucy, Dale Mallon,Tammy Mahan and
buckboard wagon cardie Relunus.
ried his coffin draped
with a Confederate flag
and red and white carnations from the town
square to the
WASHINGTON (AP) public profile for the Gainesboro City
— The armed services Contra training, Cemetery.
"This is terrific
plan to recommend although in many
because
he wanted to
it
be
would
respects
the
in
sites
training
Mrs. Jewell Guthrie, daughters, Mrs. Charles
ideal. Other published come back to TenContra
for
States
United
1,
Rt.
Bennett,
died
(Joan)
91, of Rt. 1, Sedalia,
reports have indicated nessee, said Wayne
today at 2:07 a.m. at Farmington, and Mrs. troops after Costa Rica,
the training sites will be Clark, 52, a great-greatlionand
Salvador
El
Marys
CounMartha
Murray-Calloway
Puerto Rico and Fort grandson of the soldier,
ty Hospital. Her hus- Trousdale, Rt. 1, tkiras objected to use a
Bragg, N.C., home of who was first laid to rest
The
territory,
their
Mrs.
sister,
one
Guthrie,
Sedalia;
Chesley
band,
the Army preen Berets. in a mismarked grave
Post
Washington
six
Ethel Keel, Murray;
died Nov. 4, 1960.
The newspaper, at Louisville in 1883. "It
three
today.
reported
grandchildren;
in
1895,
10,
Born Jan.
quoting
Reagan ad- brings the family and
newspaper
The
Graves County, she was great-grandchildren.
officials, community together."
ministration
Home
unidentified
quoted
Funeral
late
Miller
the
of
the daughter
A riderless horse and
DepartState
the
said
in
the
be
saying
as
sources
Vernon Cook and Nan- of Murray will
eight regiments of men
provide
will
ment
and
Force
Air
Navy,
Army,
funeral
of
charge
Cook.
nie Story
and Marine Corps have overall policy guidance in gray and red
She is survived by two burial arrangements.
been directed to make for the Contra program, uniforms marched in
the recommendations, the U.S. military will procession to a slow
using low-profile sites train Contra unit com- cadence pounded on
that would minimize manders and the Cen- muffled drums. As rain
Services for James He earned his doctorate adverse publicity and tral Intelligence Agency fell, artillery and gun
Dave Clayton were at Northwestern citizen opposition.
will support the opera- fire saluted Clark.
The ceremony ended
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the University, Chicago,
The administration tions around — but not
a long dream of the
chapel of O.D. White Ill., and served as had tried to persuade in — Nicaragua.
Funeral Home, minister of Taylor several Latin American
A Pentagon family, said Clark's
Louisville. Cecil Davis, Boulevard Church of governments to allow spokesman, Cmdr. granddaughter, Gene
elder of Taylor Christ, Louisville.
use of their territory, Robert Prucha, told The Clark, 94, of North SprBorn Nov. 6, 1933, in
Boulevard Church of
but Costa Rica, El Associated Press on ings, Tenn.
Chrlast, Louisville, Calloway County, he Salvador and Honduras Sunday night he had not
"It's brought things
was the son of Tilmon
officiated.
to me, times my
back
of
and,
heard
report
the
said they did not want to
Burial was in Highland and Lottie Clayton.
Invite retaliation from therefore, could not con- daddy talked about it,"
He is survived by his
Garden Memorial
she said. "I've been
Nicaragua's leftist San- firm or deny it.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cemetery, Louisville.
Administration of- happy that he's acorning
dinista government, the
Mr. Clayton, 52, of Clayton, and one sister, sources said.
ficials told the AP late home. I know how my
Louisville died Wednes- Mrs. Elizabeth Riley,
said last week the United daddy would have felt
newspaper
The
Buchanan, Tenn.; one
day at his home.
Ft. Refuting in Colum- States will provide the about it."
He was a graduate of brother, Delbert
Descendants from
bus. Ga., has too high a rebels with, among
Buchanan High School, Clayton, Evansville,
other equipment, around the country
Buchanan, Tenn., and Ind.; his grandmother,
surface-to-air missiles came to his small MidDavid Lipscomb Col- Mrs. Vena Clayton,
for use against high- dle Tennessee town to
News SerMarket
Feilere44144414
lege, Nashville, Tenn. Buchanan.
vice Ocieber T1, UN
performance see the coffins of Clark
ILestwety rereheire Ares Ileg
helicopters the Soviets and his wife, Celia Jane,
Market Report heelwise I Duras
have sent to the laying side-by-side for
Beeetpla:Act. MIS Est. NM Oar
the first time.
Sandinistas.
rows S OUts .36 asselly .00 higher
Mrs. Mabel Powell of wives, Mr. and Mrs. Bil- Sews
ender 361 Ile. Needy k 1.441
Clarksville, Tenn., died ly R. Powell and Mr. Idgber ever 1110 lbs. 1.00 bower.
100.111144.11
/01•4511114e.
Wednesday at her and Mrs. Winfred US 1-3MSC*
BOO! BOO!
1100.0043.1111
B001
as.
US
B 00
home. Her death follow- Powell, both of US 1-1101.10/1 Ike. .. 122.104441.00
sm.s•-as.ss
US 3-4 160-070 a..
ed an extended illness.
Clarksville; seven Sews
She is survived locally grandchildren, Howard US 1.3 301-010 as.
13611.00-111.10
1311.40-01.00
by a daughter and son- and Tim Giles, Wayne, US 1.3 1010-4/10 as.
1340.05.41.05
US 1.3 4150-1310 Sm.
in-law, Geneva and David and Pam Powell, US 1.3 ever MO Br. 042.110410J0
Hallmark tempts you with hundreds of
14110.011.44.10
Howard Giles, and a Carla Pitts and Cathy US 23 315-4111 a..
Beers $101.44140.10
ways to turn Halloween into hatm • fun.
grandson, Howard Giles Merriweather; one
great-granddaughter,
Jack•O•Lantern
NOTICE
Services were held Claire Merrweather.
partr are
Friday at Excell Baptist
Fidid
vve
Three sisters and four
Mix and match with (wan
Church, Clarksville, brothers also survive.
Coithvotet Grovel
and black solid colors.
where she was a charter
She was preceded in
„Ind Dirt.
3 dingier plates $1.119
member.
death by her husband,
HI hascheon napldns PAO
REMOVAL
STUMP
Other survivors in- Jesse Powell, and one K&K
Ivie(
clude two sons and their son, Ralph Powell.

Buckingham speaks to students

OBITUARIES

Objection made

"As the week went by,
we heard more and
more about it. And it got
bigger and bigger," said
Bill Pippin, 28, who
traveled from Warren,
Mich., with his sister,
Linda, to attend the
funeral march."We just
wanted to come."
After being taken
prisoner in his native
Jackson County, Tenn.,
and imprisoned in
Louisville, Clark died
either later May 31,
1863, or early on June 1,

according to descendants who traced his
whereabouts. It was not
known if Clark died of
wounds or illness.
His remains were
found in a grave in Cave
Hill Cemetery at
Louisville, Ky. The
name "Silas" was on
the headstone, which
also listed the wrong
date of his death.
On Oct. 18, Clark's remains were exhumed in
Louisville, where a
backhoe was used to

open the grave and a
grave digger spaded the
dirt to find only a skull,
part of a pelvis and
some thigh bones.
Family members
speculated that Clark's
body deteriorated badly
because he was buried
In a blanket. The
wooden coffin was used
to bring his remains Ao
Tennessee.
Saturday's procession
was followed by women
and children dressed in
clothes of the late 1800s

Mrs. Jewell Guthrie

James Dave Clayton

Market listed

Stock Market
-03.37
Industrial Average
1324.10
Previous Clone
34% -2/8
Air Products
23% + 1,4
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
34% tinC
4
1
37% -/
Chrysler
27% -%
CSX Corp
27% • +%
Dean Foods
8A
8B 138/
Dollar Gen. Store ...131/
el% um
Exxon
4
/
57% -1
Ford
OAF
37,4 44
70% +1/4
General Motors
2 one
1
76/
GenCorp, Inc
2
1
42% +/
Goodrich
Goodyear
44% +2%
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc

1207,4 -%
54 unc
110/
4B 19%A
1
471/2 -1/4
30% ".%
-%
4
/
-1
unc
1/
'
-%
2
/
35% -1

42%
75%
481/4
771/2

091,4

Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

753-3366

UDC

4
/
4 -1
1
30/
44 -%
13 AA
525

U.S.Tobacoo

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

- -4
-7=
==-

Mrs. Mabel Powell
a

Nave the Fright of
Your Life!

Harold L. Marvin
Final rites for Harold
L. Marvin were Sunday
at 3:30 p.m. In the
chapel of J.H.•Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Marvin Napier
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Ralph Robertson, Rex
Ross, Ronnie Ross,
James Ross, Danny
Ross and Robert
Duncan.
Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Marvin, 85, Rt. 6,
Murray, died Thursday
at his home. His wife,

BI

Mrs. Marie Marvin,
died April 16, 1984.
Survivors are two
sons, Bill Marvin, Murray, and Harold Marvin
Jr., Mansfield, Ohio;
two sisters, Mrs. Annis
Brady, Warner Robbins, Ga., and Mrs.
Arlene Wilson, Greenwich, Ohio; two
brothers, George Kline,
Lancaster, Ohio, and
Lawrence Kline, Greenwich, Ohio; nine grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.

tal non:

Double Food For
Less Coupon
Every Wednesday

Hanoweenie BINIMMIS
Frightfully ha ways to
top off a Halloween
costume. $4.50

E
F
Treated Cross Ties
: •

Zanies hien Zor
Unearthly fun
plush
only Win

Hearing Aid Center
206 S. 4th. Murray

*MOBILE SURGICAL FIELD HOSPITAL
*BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS
*SICKLE CELL ANALYSIS

*BLOOD TYPING
Black and orange scented
votive °wadies and tapers,
71. to $1.311

IN PADUCAH
442-2949

411.- _II

READMO E 4,4
NG CO.

*MEDIVAC HELICOPTER ON DISPLAY

*BLOOD SUGAR CHECK

753-8055
STONE-

One of the most important parts ot Army Reserve
Nursing is the dedication to continuing education. Should
you qualify and join a local Army Reserve unit, you will
have an opportunity to study a variety of nursing specialties,
to attend professional conferences and to work with exceptional health care teams.
To be eligible, you should be a licensed BSN, a
3-year diploma nurse or associate-degree nurse with at
least 12 months'experience.
You'll serve as in officer in the Army Reserve with
all the respect and privileges accorded military rank. You'll
rate a salute.
If you'd like to keep on learning, call the Army
Reserve Nurse Recruiter:

COME TO NOBLE PARK IN PADUCAH
SATURDAY NOV. 8-9AM til 3 PM
Eerie °seines
Spooky terra coda
pumpkin osids an eerie
glow with the addition
of a Hallmark vedve
candle. Pumpkin. $0.56

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
•HeorIng Aids Sold
On 30 Day Trial
•Settories/Service
All PAoltes
—Board Certified—
Hearing Aid --Specialists

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
KEEP HAPPENING
IN ARMY RESERVE NURSING.

BOOK--CARD
Hills .

( hestnut

hopping Center
Ii001

B001

ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALVIOU CAN BE.

•
%Mak

• ••• ••••••••

.•••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

.L

2 .Notice

2.Notice

egal

REPUBLIC

Savings
Bank will sell to highest
bidder on Nov. 3rd, 1986
a 1981 Ford Fairmont
station wagon. Sealed
bids will be accepted
until 3p.m the day of the
sale. Republic Savings
Bank reserves the right
to bid.

READINGS and advise
on all problems by Mrs.
Theresa. 502-554-7904.
14WT. gold & sterling
silver jewelry- every
day discount 00-66% off.
Call for appointment
Mon -Thurs. 753-6555
Hazel Brandon

2.Notice
'NAVE you ever gotten a
cake and when you took
a bite it tasted like
cardboard? Then you
need to order your
cakes from Pams Cake
Hut. All cakes are
baked fresh, not ahead
& then frozen. Our
butter cream icing is
smooth as silk. We take
that extra effort in our
decorating to make
them something to remember. Pams Cake
Hut 759-4492 or 437-4456.

Public
Notice

NOTICE
Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Thursday and Friday.

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1 300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
753-5315

This is to give
public notice:
Wanda Jane Boyd
has filed an action
against Buddy Mack
Boyd for alimony
(maintenance) in the
Calloway Circuit
Court.

BALLOONS

at Faye's
for all occassions.
Phone orders taken,
deliveries. We deliver
743-7743.
erffRA painting classes
starting 1st week of
Nov. Phone 436-5833.

2

Miirray Ledger & Times

Notice

2

FISH DAY
Its Time For
Stocking

62 Facial
expression

29 Muse of
poetry
31 Spire
33 Cylinder
35 Mohammedan noble
36 Dwells
39 Positive pole
42 Bone

ARES
MARS

BOY

DOWN

5 Lawmaker
6 Hebrew
month
7 Sun god
8 Picnic pest
9 Undercooked

MEM!
iiiUU
UUUd
UUU°
UUUUN
UUUU38

UUU
UU
UU

UUUU

Fish Wagon, Inc.

. 'Wee Mad ardm service"

INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

z
9E
-r4
co4 6sNO EIPILMINC/E KINEONDI We wen MIN
an0 WOMEN r mee icga cement Pb
Fee cm eari-time rums DOT Cos
Pd Dip
ALLIANCE
IPA..

Can Toil Free Anytime

1203

1 •

-WON'T
041P.

THIS STUFF IS
GUARANTEE-a

L.Aew Kispir

n- worg-r„

410

PAINTED
FINGERNAILS

Pm awe
air
-0
aizi019
-fina
al

earl

Se

e1014
0

I PONT THINK 1 COULD
BEAR TO SEE °PIE PUbliEF
OFF THE TABLE TOPAL)

r

TOBACCO stripping for
the Public. Taking work
now. Call 492-8229.

No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
insurance
753-4199

'-".5.- 0,̀
..

FAINTED
FIN6ERNA11-6

753-7273
305 N. 4th
Murray

CANCER
INSURANCE

/ I HAVE AN
EPUCATEP 5UCE/'
BUT IT ONLY WENT TO
THE THIRP 6RAPE!

I

Bennett &
Associates

ADDS
MI SS

10 Beast
11 Out of date
1 Care for
13 Entertain
2 That thing
16 Falsehoods
3 Make lace
19 New - Day
4 Kind of collar
21 Bristle
22 Dropsy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
25.Impassive
27 River in
12 il
France
I1UUUUU
lid 30 More ancient
14
15
32 Confirm
34 Mother of
Castor and
21 22
WI
18U19
Pollux
36 Highways
24
25
26
37 Landed
ill
property
29
ill
31
111-Sinks in
middle
33
34
35
40 Strike out
41 Related on
36 37
39
ill41 p
mother's side
44 Harvests ..
42
44
47 God of love
45
49 Bridge term
43UUU
52 Bitter vetch
46
47
48
49
50
54 Actor
Wallach
51
53
56
57 Myself
58 Distance
56
57 58
59
so
meas.
60 Nickname for
62
Albert
61UUIU

--EMI

Are you paying
over $360 a year'
Do you really have
the best plan?
Are prescription
drugs covered?
Don't pay more
than necessary!!
Call
.

Route 3, Box 337-C
Harrisburg, Arkansas
72432

THEREFORE...

r 407,g
MK CAM 10.27

01.)17"!
I KEEP
HITTING
INTO THE
NET!

"Understanding
God"
Bible Study
Mondays
7 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

6. Help Wanted

10. BUSMOU Opportunity

24

Miscellaneous

SYSTEMb Operator,
Programmer for IBM
System 34. Must have
two years experience in
computer operation and
FtPG II We offer an
excellent compensation
package including
-fringe benefits. Send
resume to Paschall
5. Lost and Filtod,
Truck Lines, Inc.,
female
FOUND black
Route 4, Murray, KY.
cat with red -markings, 42071.
found near Hester Hall
C`411 762-2873.

SUNBEDS and figure SEASONED firewood,
shaping tables. Open $25 a rick delivered
your own salon. ,Excel- Call 435-4114.
lent business opportun- giTOTGUN Rem. 1100
ity. Factory direct 3" mag. Also, copy
machine with cabinet.
prices. Call 312-234-9547
Call 489-2761 after 5p.m.
WHIRLPOOL
12 Insurance
microwave oven, only
LOW cost Life & Health $4 per week. Rudolph
Insurance. Top com- Goodyear- Whirlpool,
panies. IRA's at 8%. 753-0605.
Compare
David
Murphy & Associates.
Sae
753-8083.
Appalachian

6. Help Wanted
3000 GOVERNMENT
Jobslits.
$16,040-$59,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 806-6878000 Ext. R-8155.
3000 GOVERNMENT
jobslits.
$16,040-159,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6878090 Ext. R-10706.
ALL purpose, part-time
delivery. Must be neat,
hard working & outgoing. Apply in person at
Colortyme, 204 S. 4th St.
DENTAL assistant, full
time. Experiencer.
preferred. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, Ky.
EASY money! Be a
remail agent. Earn
hundreds weekly. Send
self addressed envelope
to: Cook Associate, P.O.
Box 280, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.
31tCRETARY legal office, full time, immediate
opening. Send resume to
P.O Box 1023, Murray Ky
42071.

Wood Burning
Stoves & Inserts.
Pontoon
35 FT Crest
Sure-flame, Jensen,
house boat. Purchased
Clayton Inside & outnew 1484. Immaculate,
low hours. Sleeps 6.
side wood burning
Long equipment list.
furnaces. See them
Including air, heat,
now at
refrigerator, range,
OZARK LOG
oven, microwave, electronics, head, shower,
HOMES & STOVE
color T.V., etc. Located
SHOPPE
at Paris Landing. Con121 Bypass 753-6774
sider N.E. Henry
County Land in trade
cash, or ? Phone 26. TV -Radio
901-232-8398 Buchanan
1.IAGNAVOX console
Tn.
color TV., only $7 per
week. Rudolph
15. Articles for Sale
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
WHIRLPOOL re- 753-0596.
frigerator, only $8 per
week. Rudolph 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Goodyear-Whirlpool,
FOR sale or rent- 12x40
753-0595.
Wheeler, 2 BR furnished, good condition.
16.- Home Furnishings
Small down, owner
I.JSEI) sofa for sale
financing if necessary
Modern- good condition. to right party. Call
Comfortable. Price 527-3852, '527-0921 after
negotiable. Call
753-4906.
% TRAILER, 5 lots,
WHIRLPOOL heavy septic tank, water,
duty washer, only $6 per electric, near lake.
week. Rudolph $20,000 or beet offer.
Goodyear- Whirlpool, Roberts Realty 753-1661,
753-0596.
753-3939.
1978 FLEETWOOD, 3
19. Farm Equipment
BR, 2 full baths, central
ALLIS Chalmers trac- heat & air. Call 759-1674.
tor D-14, plow, cultiva- 1982 CLAYTON 14x86.
tor, rotary cutter. Call trailer, 2 Bdrm., 2 full
489-2761 after 5p.m.
bath, partially furTIMBER wanted. A nished & a/c, $11,000.
national furniture mfg. Call 527-3677 after 5p.m.
wishes to purchase 1984 WILLOW Creek,
locally, better quality 14x60, central heat,
white oak, red oak and wood underpinning, like
walnut timber. Buying new, $10,000. Call 4110large and small tracts. 2868 after 5:30p.m.
Atlantic Timber & 2- 12)(85 trailer for sale.
Vanier, Box 518, See Brandon Dill at Dill
Paducah, Ky. 502-443- Electric 759-1577.
7366 Ext. 422.

THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance

CHANNEL
CATFISH.
HYBRID
BLUE
GILL,
Fathead minnow•. Large
Mouth Bess, Bleck Crappie
and. Triploid (Gress Canal
The Hybrid Blue GIN wM
teach• weight ot 2% to 3
poumtit..
Delivery Will Se:
mondey, November 3
A t The Following
Location:
Southern States Co-op
Murray,. KY
(502) 733-1423
111110: 400-300 p.m.
Cell your local store to
place your order or cell
ToN Free
1-800-843-8439

CROSSWORD PUZZLER Buying?
Selling?
You'll find
Answer to
ACROSS
Previous Puzzle
43 Evergreen
everything
1 Small
tree
EKES
Dl ET
ROD
-- amounts
45 1.61lform
TI LL
130TE
ADO
46 Devoured
6 Macaw
you
11 Spud
48 Rants
riL
YARN/
DAM
12 - split
50 Guido's high
ON
SEED
HARP
need
14 Astatine
note
SMOG
SNIP
LEA
51 Undertake
symbol
in the
15 Ringing
53 Auction
EERIE
TOLA
PS
55 Latin
17 Decorate .
STARTS
RESORT
18 Timid
conjunction
Classifieds!
TE
LOTS
AER I E
56 Tempestuous
20 Din
ERE
59 Roof of the
OA I L
23 Large bird
ALMS
Call
mouth
.24 Observes
TSAR
BLOW
EA
61 Ancient
26 Wants
RET
%/E'ER NO 753-1916
chariot
28 Equal degree
OIL

2 .Notice

Notice

HOME HEALTH AIDE classes
for persons 55 years of age and
older. "Hands-on" training and
job referrals provided to eligible
applicants. Call Calloway County Senior Citizen Center,
753-0929.
Funded by Job Training Partnership Act, Department
for Employment Services, West Kentucky Private Industry Council and Purchase Area Development
District.

SECURITY
OFFICER

Part-time positions
available immediately
in Murray area. Apply
Murray Guard Inc.
58 Murray Guard
Rd.
Jackson, Tn.
901-668-3121
EOE M/F

9.

Situation

Wanted

t will keep & care for a
lady in my home in
Hazel, experienced,
good reference. Call
492-8510.
NURSING assistant
with 18 yrs. experience
seeking employment to
help with care of elderly
patient. Salary
negotiable. Also, seeking a sitting position at
the hospital. 759-1041
anytime.
QTJALfrY childcare for
18 month olds & up.
Reasonable rates, excellent references, 507
Chestnut, call Linda
753-8083.
WILL do housekeeping.
Low rates. Call 753-0684.
WTLL sit with elderly or
sick, 6 nights a week.
Experienced and references. Call after
5p.m. 753-4590.
10. Business Opportunity
at
Faye's, T-shirts, sweats,
caps, polos, uniforms,
jackets. Next to Pagliai's.
753-7743.

RILKBCREtNING

NEED extra money"

SECURITY GUARD classes for
persons 55 years of age and
older. "Hands-On" training and
job referrals provided to eligible
applicants. Call Calloway County Senior Citizen Center,
753-0929.
Funded by Job Training Partnership Act. Department
for Employment Services, West Kentucky Private Industry Council and Purchase Area Development
District

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY
We seek mature, responsible,
self-motivated individual desiring
management position with local
retail firm. In return for hard
work, honesty and dedication our
80 year old Western Kentucky firm
offers a secure position, liberal
salary/benefit package.
Send resume to:
Terry W. Chandler
One Executive Blvd. Suite 318
P.C?! Box 2680
Paducah, Ky. 42001

13. For Sale or Trade

m.
'I

Like a second income
that you can make at
TIEMEIrand lot near
home? Send $1 an a
Coldwater. Call
LSASE for my Home 20. Sports Equipment
Opportunity Catalog. TROPHIES and 489-2611.
Jerry M. McCurdy, plaques. Don't buy until 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Dept. L, Rt. 2 Box 118, you've checked at
Puryear, T.38251.
Faye 's, next to 12x60 MOBILE home,
funished, natural gas
Pagliai's, 753-7743.
heat, near University.
own
your
Open
Nice. Call 753-3896 after
Miscellaneous
24.
Sp.m.
beautiful shoe store.
-away
8
FT.
fold
BR furnished mobile
LADIES-CHILDRENSAmerican Pine home, central air, gas
MENS.
tree,
used
1
Christmas
heat, washer k dryer,
All first quality merchanyear, $40. Regency on private lot. No
scanner,
touch
K-500
children or pets. Call
dise. Over 200 top
like new, $175. Call 753-5209.
name brands-Over
438-2431.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
1500 styles 'Gloria
BED mats for all makes unfurnished, some new
Vanderbilt *9 West
& models of pick-up furniture, natural gas'Evan Picone *Andrew
trucks! Tool boxes for electric, air concompact truck's. Stokes ditioned. Shady Oaks
Geller *Liz Claiborne
Tractor 753-1319.
`Capenzo -*Bandolino
FIREWOOD for sale- EXTRA nice double
'Bass 'Bear Traps
red oak, $25 rick de- wide, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath,
'Calico 'Reebok 'Stride
livered. Call 438-5430.
family room with TVA
Rite 'Buster Brown
GOOD clean 55 gallon approved wood stove.
drums. Ag Brokers, Central heat & air. 8
`Candies 'L A Gear
miles north. 753-8904.
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
'Cherokee *Florsheim
JO-All's Varieties has Rent or sell.
'Freeman *Bostonian
designer fashions at NICE 2 BR trailer, near
and many more.
discount prices every- Murray. No pets. Call
$12,900 to $39,900 iriday with specials run 489-2611.
beginning
every weekend.
cludes
inventory-training' REROSENE heaters: 29. Heating and Cooling
12,300 BTU- $79.99;
ASHLEY wood furnace,
fixtures and grand
16,000 BTU- $99.99. excellent condition, used
opening promotions.
Wallin Hardware, two seasons. All ducts go
Call Today. Prestige
Paris, TN.
with furnace. Call 436ROFILER Hot Tub with 2289 after 6 pm.
Fashions
cover. Has four seats. kODIAK woodburning
501-329-2362.
Excellent condition. stove, pedestal type.
$1500. 753-7687.
Will heat 1600 sq. ft., 2
LADIES wedding set- years old, $275. Call
engagement ring & 750-4950.
band, 1/2 karat total WOODSTOVES for
weight. Also, 14 kt. sale. Blaze King stoves
yellow mans wedding and fireplace inserts.
band. 753-4078.
Number 1 in the nation.
LARGE, large, large Morgan's Furniture, 503
selection of storage E. Washington, Paris,
buildings in stock for To. 901-642-4179.
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable 30. Business Rentals
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
OAK firewood. Also,
have slab wood. Phone
753-5478.
00 641 North
CRYTES Used Office
On Center Drive
Furniture, 1016 Jeffer24 Hr. private entrance
son St., Paducah, KY.
7534734
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
files and much moreGood quality used
furniture.
Office space for rent
OREGON saw chain
on Court Square.
18"
bar.
pitch
for
3/8"
$150 a month
$8.99.
Wallin
$7.99, 20"Month-to-month
Hardware, Paris.

NOTICE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1986, IS
THE LAST DAY TO PAY CITY
OF MURRAY PROPERTY TAX
WITHOUT INCURRING A 10%
PENALTY.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

CREEK VIEW
SELF STORAGE

Rental.
Call 753-1916
ext. 41

ATTENTION
All members of Murray Eagles
Area 401 including Ladies
Auxiliary.
There will be a special meeting
October 29, 1986 at 7:30 p.m.
All members should attend this
meeting:

•
116

AVAILABLE now
17'x80' building in
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut. Carpeted,
paneled walls, central
heat & air, well insulated, $395 month.
Call 753-3018.
AVAILABLE now- 4
bay buildings on North
4th with 4 overhead
doors, new air compressor. Office, bathroom and gas heat. $375
month. Call 753-3018.
31. Want to Rent
WATT to ren fiarn
pasture with water for
horses, close to Murray.
Call 753-7670 ask for
Brenda.
32. Apts for Rent

FM renting -71-711R
aipta. Can 753-3580. --".**
QUIET
rae
country living- 2 BR
duplex with carport. 2
1/2 miles out lkt West.
753.7951 after 5p m

•

Woe

Sr

C
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53. Services Offered
50. Used Trucks
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
43. Real Estate
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
34. Houses for Rent
2 BR country home, KOPPERUD Realty 1978 FORD Van, APPLIANCE repair- INSULATION blown in DRIVEWAYS- white MURRAY Appliance & TREE WORK. Com: by Sears. TVA ap- rocked or graveled. T.V. for all your T.V. plete removal, topping,
completely re- offers a complete range customized, 52,000 washers- dryers
refrigerators- ranges.
Also, top soil. Call repair & antenna work. trimming, stumps
decorated. 5 miles out. of Real Estate services miles, 4- 9" aluminum
air cond. George Hodge proved. Save on those 7534537.
Excellent work at re- mechanically removed.
References k deposit with a wide selection of extra wide wheels with
heating
and
coolhigh
required. Prefer guality homes in the multi mile tires. 753- & Son, 10 Dixieland ing bills. Call Sears IFENCE sales at Sears asonable prices. All Experienced. Larry
Shopping Center 753753-2310 work guaranteed. Call Wood 753-0211.
couples. No pets. 753- Icily & in the county. All 2480 after 5p.m.
753-2310 for free now. Call Sears
4669.
for free estimate for 753-15M.3187.
TWO enterprising
price ranges. Phone 1979 DODGE % ton truck,
estimate.
ODD job specialist. young men expe_rienced
LARGE remodeled 753-1222 for courteous, ps,pb, 360 V-8 engine, APPLIANCE REPAIR. JOINER'S complete your needs
electrical,
Factory
fans,
ceiling
HOME
authorized
for
CENERAL
In the skills of haste and
house, 1004 Main. $325 competent Real Estate automatic transmission,
tree service, 32 yrs
monthly. Yearly lease, service. We make buy- sliding window, sharp, Tappan, Kelvinator and experience. Also, REPAIR. 15 years ex- plumbing, fencing. You lawn repair service are
it.
You
Brown.
it,
I
do
name
Service
Carpentry,
on
gas
perience.
Central
901willing to come to your
deposit. Carpet.
ing & selling Real $2350. Call Purtear,
and electric ranges, stumps mechanically concrete, plumbing, buy, I install. You home. Free .estimates.
H/A. Stove, refrigera- Estate easy for you.
247-5777.
removed 10" below
Call
436.I
fix.
break,
JOB
microwaves,
NO
siding.
disroofing,
furnished.
We are also qualified to
tor, freezer
1985 FORD F-256
surface. Call 753-0366.
h washers, re
SMALL. Free es- 2868 evenings.
winterize your home at
Would sell. 759-1266.
pickup, blue & silver,
LICENSED Electrician TO
frigerators,
753-6973,
Paper
etc.
=
Earl
Days
PAINTING
timates.
a very low rate. Call
VACANT 3 BR brick, 46. Homes for Sale
8.9 liter diesel engine, 4
for residential and
hanging, commerical or 759-4793, ask for Brad.
family room, attached 28 ACRES, 3 BR, rural speed, 45,000 miles, ps, Lovett, 8644966 or 758- commercial. Heating nights 474-2276.
5341.
esFree
residential,
BASEMENT? We
two car garage. $850 residence in Buchanan pb, ac. $9750. Call
air condition, gas
CARPET installation, and
timates, References. 25 make wet basements
ALUMINUM
month, deposit re- area. $69,000 Call 901- 435-4229.
installation and repair.
experience,
professional
years
service.
dry. Work completely
quired. Call 753-5292 or 232-8661.
SERVICE CO. Tremon Farris 759-1987
68 FORD pickup truck, Also
Phone 753-7203.
repairs. Satisfacguaranteed. Call or
753-7671.
Aluminum and vinyl
2BR house, completely 390 automatic. Call tion guaranteed. Glenn MOBILE HOME
Siding,
ConROOFING,
write Morgan ConSpecialist Repair,
remodeled, 2 yrs. ago. after 4p.m. 753-8675.
siding. Custom trim
Bebber 759-1247.
37. Livestock-Supplies
crete work, Additions, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
leveling,
underpinning,
Located 1316 Vine St. 84 3/4 TON GMb van
work.
References.
General
CarCHRIS'S Motorcycle
Painting,
409A, Paducah Ky.
SIMVENTAL and Call 753-9400 after 6p.m.
completely customized,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Call Will Ed Bailey
pentry. P.A. Molony 753- 42001 or call 1-442-7026
Simbrah bulls. Per- 2 BR near University. raised roof, bucket Salvage & Repair. Call wiring, hurricane
Estimates.
753-0E189
E4328. Free
formance k semen Aluminum siding, pic- seats, ps, pb, am/fm 474-2313.
straps. 759-4850.
tested. Excellent qual- ture window, lots of cassette stereo, C.B.
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, closets k cabinet space. Must see to appreciate.
Personal care
Ky. 522-8794.
Price- $18,500. For ap- Phone after 4p.m. 7535410 or 753-6458.
and home for
pointment
call
753-2237
38. Pets-Supplies
after 4p.m. weekdays.
Campers
51.
elderly person.
AKC, 2 yr. old, female 3 BR brick house, real
Great Dane. Papers & nice family room & 1984 TRAVEL trailer,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
aid For More
pedigree. call 489-2871 carport. Located in fully self contained with
Call 492-8879
before V.m.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Lynnwood Estates. roof air conditioner.
information
Must sell. Will take best
AKC Golden Retriever, Must sell. 753-3975.
OVER
753-7737
started, 5 months old, $4900 REBATE on clos- offer. Call 247-0341.
GENERAL Building
20 YEARS
New imdge'
Cibreslend Cantor
$150. Call 436-2282 after ing. Brick 3 bedroom, 2
Repair- 20 years exEXPERIENCE
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
52. Boats-Motors
p.m.
perience. Roofing &
bath, 2 car garage
Toning Tables
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
PAIR Beagles, good WBFP, 15 wooded 16 POLAR Craft Jon painting, indoor & outBirch • Oa • Walnut • Cherry•
Shape Up & Lose lachis Effortlessixt,
runners, female due to acres. 10 minutes East boat, 25 h.p. Evinrude door. Odd jobs. No job
GuNCASE9 • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
have pups 11/5. $100 of Murray. $79,900. motor and 2 axle trailer. to small. 474-8067.
*Wolff Suntan Bed
•
0
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Call 489-2691.
pair.e
GREENhouses, patios,
$950. Call 435-4342.
Phone 438-5574.
COMPKTITIVI PRICES Drop By a S. Out ramloy
•
•
Check out our Halloween Special
decks, additions, repuppies, minasale by owner- last
753-5940,
modeling, energy sav• 409 Sunbury Circle
tore, 5 weeks old. Call chance for this three 53. Services Offered
753-2299.
bedroom, one bath 2 MEN want to do yard ing homes. Contracted
STORE raised, baby home in Murray. Must work. Tree trimming, or hourly. Solar Home
cockatiels- Special sell soon. Paneled removal of unwanted Builder, Tripp Williams
$49.93. Pet Pen 1101 basenient with laundry trees & shrubbery, mow 753-0663.
Story- 759-1322.
room and garage, small yards, light hauling & GUTTERING by Sears.
TWO female Pointer library/office, 18' wood for sale. Free Sears continuous gutBird dogs, 2 years old. swimming pool, wood, estimates. 753-0680 or ters installed for your
specifications. Call
stove, all for $34,000. 759-1683.
Call 753-8681.
753-9663.
ALL type masonry Sears 753-2310 for free
Estate
43. Real
GOOD location in city, 6 work, block, brici, estimate.
BR, 2 bath, brick home concrete, driveways, BAMILTON Cultured
MOBILE home with
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
with woodburning sidewalks, patios, house Marble, tops- sinkscentral heat plus heated
stove, fenced backyard. foundations, new panels, custom made
And Save For A Handy Reference)
3 room 15x30' building &
Recently redecorated. chimneys or chimney vanities. Free Est. 75320'x36' building with
Beautifully landscaped, repair. 25 years ex- 9400.
Police
bath on a beautiful 1
911
34. Houses for Rent
large corner lot. Upper perience. Free es911
acre lot. Concrete
40's. 753-7430 after timates. Call Charles
2 BEDROOM house, driveway, large Wien
Irearrijesiree
758-6476.
Barnett
natural gas, Uiniles
frult bees.Alf
on highway. Adults, this offered in the upper OLDER two km?, eighf APPLIANCE
& Yard Service
references and deposit. teens. Phone Kopperud room home, located at SERVICE. Kenmore,
205 North 4th St.-753-4110
Free Estimates
1105
Main
St.
Sits
on
a
Westinghouse,
Realty 763-1222.
Call 753-3177.
Phone 436-2562
80x380 ft. lot. To see call Whirlpool. 25 years
John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
753-3642 day 753-5738 experience. Parts and
753-0759
We Service What We Sell
night. Has all kinds of service. Bobby Hopper,
Experienced
ELECT
-possibility.
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St. SEWING Machine ReBusiness 753-4872, 436- pair. All makes and
47. Motorcycles
5848 (home).
models. Home & In1981 VE§PA motor
dustrial. Bag clostng
scooter, excellent con135
-ireers experience
A-1 Fireplace and
machines. Also scissor
Custom Trim Work. References.
dition, 7,000 miles. $1200
Residential & Commercial
sharpening. 40 yrs.
Gas Repair, Chimney
._.or best offer. Call
experience. All work
Ed Bailey, 753-0689 (502) 489-2580 (502) 345-2602
Cleaning, Masonary
436-2593.
guaranteed. Kenneth
Hood
Damper,
Work,
1981 YAMAHA 850
Barnhill, 753-2674,
RANDY THORNTON HEATING
Brenda's Beauty _Salon
Special, good condition,
and Firebox Repair.
Stalls, Ky-Qualified & Experienced
6600 actual rnil1ep, new
"Supor Cuts Guys
Gee'
CONDITIONING.
AIR
&
work on your
753-0953
battery. $850 r be8t
Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
November 4, 1986
Trews ad Carrier dealer
trees? We can beautify
offer, Call 489nimir,
Thurs. & Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
for sales mad service In Murray
your yard by toping,
(Paid for by campaign kind of Don Overbey; Ed Overbey, Treasurer)
CONTRACTOR- car- shaping, dead-wooding
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
end Callawey County.
49. Used Cars
pentry, painting. Big or or removing dead or
Evenings by appt.
irmisoprovisr.v0"1
802 Climinnert. 753_8181
le
ffs Shopping Center
753-4582
1972 CORVETTE Sting small we do it all. diseased trees. For
Ray, $5600. 1974 LTD Quality work done for satisfaction call the
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
less. Free -estimates. proven professionals at
$600. Call 759-9698.
S8ver
Gold
489-2663.
Bover's Tree Service1976 MERCURY Monarch. Price reduced $600. CONVERT' your old 753-0338. The competi7_53-9841
Center Dr. off 641 N.
o
on Control
knows..uai,
,- Amu_
tor _thiti"
home
Yesterday 415.20- Yesterday-545
Call 753-5063 after 5 pm.
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
convenience of video should too.
B-2I0,
Opened
Opened
1978 DATSUN
M-F 8-5
tape. Quick service.
door; automatic with
411.00 Today
5.68
Today
auto luggage racks.
Reasonable rates. For
miles.
Excelair, 55,000
4.20
Up
Down
.01
more information call
lent condition, $1550.
502-753-8363 or 901-642Metal & Shingles.
Complimonts of.
PH. 502-759-4034 DAYS 502-753-1458 NIGHTS
Call 753-8124.
7526.
Aluminum & Vinyl
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
1978 DATSUN 510, hat24 HOUR SERVICE
15&G Builders. ExSiding.
chback. set of bunk beds,
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
3 Commercial
perienced builders of
DUNCAN'S
TRUCK SERVICE Prompt 11 Professional-Residential
r
La-z-boy recliner. Call
753 7113
Free Estimates
Free Estimates
houses, garages &
474-8089.
HOWARD
DUNCAN,
OWNER
WI' buy Gold, 511VI, a. Diamonds
Licensed,
insured
6
bonded.
Call 759-1600
storage buildings. Call
Ye, loan rnown•y on anything of volt..
1978 FORD. LTD, good 474-8000.
492-8254
- - -'
Truck Wash
lion's 106 Daily. Clost-d Sunday
condition. Call 753-2480
PT 2 BOX 45A
MURRAY. KY 42071
after 5pim.
1978 MUNDERBIRD,
good condition, $1000. Call
RENTAL SALES
after 5 pm 759-1247.
This will be the last call you will have to make
Individualized logos &
1979 CMVY, automatic.
before embarking on your new
CENTER
Make offer. Call 753-1412.
drawings done for VERY
5,1 lia
1979 FORD Mustang,
Reasonable Rates!
pa, pb, air cond., sun
Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating.
after 4p.m.
759-9567
Cali
Large financial company offers
roof. Price -negotiable.
753-8201
211 Main
Call before 2p.m or
•Entry level positions
after 5:30p.m. 759-4755.
•Rapid career advancement
1982 RECENCY, extra
•Ftill company training provided
Kanga Back
clean, Call 753-1389.
•Full company benefits
Protect your investment with pro24 Hour Service
sq. yd.
1984 CELICA GT. Ca
MAKE LAST CALL
Shags
fessional
home winterization.
474-2765 after p.m.
1-800-432-7221
Commercial
Industrial
"
sq yd 54
1084 CORVEln,bronze,
Kanga Back Plush
ONLY $25.00
Director of Personnel
Residential
air, Bose am-fm stereo
e
tee us for all your building needs:
Jute Back
tape, all power, T-tops, 1
753-9562
homes, businesses, additions, remodelyear lease, $424 per
sq. yd.
Hi Lo Shags
month. Call 753-9240 or
Ing, cabinets, insulation, roofs, win$595
753-0148.
Jute Back Plush
dows or doors, painting. Absolutely no
All Makes and Models
'70 L.T.D. station wasmall.
estimates.
too
Free
job
to
read
1.
Learn
Home and Industrial
gon,
351
Windsor
en4°
Commercial.
.
83
Back
Rubber
gine, air shocks k new
All Work Guaranteed
2. Get a GED
40 Years Experience
brakes. Looks & runs
sq. yd. sr°
Prime Foam Pad
skills.
v
Improve
basic
3.
Murray,
Ky.
733.2926
good, $400. On Post Oak
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
No Wax
4. Instruction FREE
Rd. 2nd road past East
14
Elementary School, 8th
5 Years Experience Estimates Welcomed
Vinyl Floor
Call 762-3027
trailer on left.
'76 MONTE Carlo,
762-6971
P ART NE R SHIP
Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city limits
silver with b.urgundy
404 N. 4th Street ^
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
top. mag wheels, good
MSU Adult Learning Center
Short Roll & Remnant Sale
12-10 p.m.
Murray, KY 42071
running condition, $600.
063,
,
Room 206
Bring Your Room Sizes.
Call 437-4607.
753-0079
s
Bus. 753-8730
Res. 753-6965
'84 AUDI GT Cope,
Roy Stewart Stadium
black, all options, 1
owner, 21,000 mi., like
new. Will sell for Loan
BEGUSE SO MUCH IS FUOiNG
Value. 753-61.49 or
ON YOUR T1RES
753-8512.
1- 85,000 BTU L.P. Gas Heater with automatic fan New
Cost $775-$175
50. Used Trucks
1In-wall Cei Elec Heater $35
1965 PICKUP truck.
roc S•Mtwf
1- Space-Cei 4 stack Heater $40
L W B Call 489-2761
after 5p.m
2- Industrial Floor or Window Fens $100 ea.
1- Blue Master Seedburro 10' Bucket Elevator $100
Tire & Wheel Alignment
• Inter-Thor Pallet Truck 4' Lift Fork-Like New 1375
.„...,itzt.qk
.c.impou.tirix.
snrn
a ic:::ng
wah.
.
w h.
1.
A Isig
• Heavy Duty Large 2-Wheel Carrier-12" BB Wheels $95
• Chopping Block Table 3.x7'$475-$500 Material Cost
,
_
‘,,,
1105 Pogue'
Murray Ky
Cherry 4"x4" legs & base Maple Top $1200 +
-'iii
Value. $225
5- Folding wooden tables-3-8'; 1-6. 1-4'. $15 to $45
SC Rk t NS
6- Formica tables -3'x4' $40 *rich
INS T A I. I. k
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
1- Osk Executive Swivel Chair 145
Hot-Line & Safe-House
1- Steno Swivel Chair $40
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
1- Pftney Bowes Floor Copy Machine Cost $6,000-needs
CAPS troll/IL LIEU
work /300
violence
OMNI
•OtINOLIYSR IAGR
Also
20 cases Velum Envelopes 4%"x6%", 3200 ks. $12
2- Coca Cole Coin Machines 10 cu. ft. & 12..Excellent condition, commercial use, office, shop. home $95 each
3- Garden Tilers for fall tilling $75 se.
1 Coplamatic 2 h.p. compressor with G.E controls for
walk-in up to 30115 ft. Cost 17,500-11,000
1- Fish/Chiken Gas Cooker-will fry 100 pcs fah each 12
min Savage Speed Burner $195 & 100 ot Coppw Ket
tie $225
759-4005

32. Apts for Rent

1 BR apt. Stove, refrigerator, water furnished. 5 Miles N. of
Murray. Phone after
4p.m. 753-5410 or 7536458.
1 BR, upstairs apt.,
walking distance to
MSU. ;205 per month.
let & last month rent
required. 753-0151.
2- -ONE bedroom furnished apartments. See
at 100 So. 13th- 753-4012
night call 753-2806- 7538756.
BRAND new 2 BR apts.
No pets please. $285 per
month. 753-9475, if no
answer 753-0621.
EXTRA nice 2 BR apt.
Located in residential
area. Washer k dryer
hookup. Lease k deposit
required. Call 753-3415
between
FURNISHED 2 BR apt.
15 miles south of
Murray, near the lake.
No pets. Call 436-2504 or
486-2231.
FURNISHED apartments, 1 or 2 BR's. No
children. No pets.
Zimmerman Apts. S.
16th St. 753-6609.
IEUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1,2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4084.
see to appreciate, 2 BR duplex in
Westwood Subdivision.
$325 month & deposit.
No pets. Day 492-8885,
night 758-9874.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 Or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
THREE room furnished
apt. $125 month. Inquire
Almo Heights Restau•
rant 5a.m.-10p.m.

WET

CORRY•s

Izmir

Ike

Dial-A-Service
•

All Season's Lawn & Leisure center

Don Overbe

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING

Aluminum Service Co.
Ahuninum...and_.YinYL.Skling‘

Circuit Judge

Call.Will

42nd Judicial Circu'

INC.

P

Greg's Vinyl Tops

•

753-7588

ROOFING

,

_

Sad

T & M Cleaning

LAST CALL

Joe Smith
Carpet

Starting A New Business?

MANAGEMENT CAREER

Everyday Low Prices

GOING SOUTH FOR WINTER?

Hill Electric

811" 17"

83" 10"
1109s

LITERACY TRAINING
JTPA

SEWING MACHINE REPAIR

ROBERTS & WALTER CONSTRUCTION

53" 44 Up

Dunnaway's Body Shop

Come See - Come Save

Joe Smith
Carpet

Hwy. 641 North 753-6660

MICHELIN

FOR SALE

753-1489 ,,,,„,,..„

.. ,. . - • :,-, ,

Marshall County Hospital
is pleased to announce that

Stephen Jackson, M.D.

has established a practice of
General Orthopedics in
- Suite -A of the
Stilley Professional Building
Office Hours:
_Tuesday Mornings 9:VO A.M.-Noon
Appointments And Referrals May Be
Made By Calling 527-1798

CARROLL

_

\V

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952
Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559

TOP HAT

(901)642-1311
mews

Spouse Abuse
dating

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call:'753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 aati:4 Vim -Saturday-8 a;m.-12 p.

lb
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital
•••

He

Keeping the heart healthy
focus of Nov. 15 workshop
The heart is an amazing muscie. You can learn more about
vow.fantastic heart and your entire cerdlovascular system at a
to be heir, Saturday,
15, at MurrayCounty Hospital.
All area residents are urged to
Informetive workshop
el public which will
registration in Itte
lOor Clessroom at Ai:1$
will end at I:30 p.m.

Especially To Us
Cancer specialist comes to Murray

$ mid-morning hr4111k,
will have the on.•
OlOSWIlly to have il free blood
fillialtirocheek.
likitgedifil medical presentation
of coronary Artery
be steilwired by
,M.O. Or. Miller Is
fled In Interne'
-has been on the
Z
of the Murray
1910.
October,fl

Dr. Charles Winkler directs outpatient oncology
In a continuing effort to meet
the medical needs of this region,
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital has opened an Outpatient Oncology Unit and added
Dr. Charles Winkler of Paducah,
Ky., to the medical staff.
The unit will be open Thursday
of each week from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. at MCCH. Dr. Winkler, 39,
will be the medical director of the
unit.
Through the unit, Dr. Winkler
will provide inpatient and outpatient consultation and treatment
of cancer and blood diseases. Oncology involves the diagnosis and
....t
.--...
treatment of cancer that has
pread beyond a localized area.

With the use orchemotherapy,
there is the potential for cure,
prolonged life or relief of symptoms and pain. The most common types of hematological
(blood) disorders treated include
leukemia, Hodgkin's Disease,
myeloma, lymphomas and certain anemias.
.•
"If the volume of work is here,
I feel it is my responsibility to
meet this type of medical need,"

Dr. Winkler stated."My commitment lies in providing qUality
care to those in need of
chemotherapy whether they are
in Paducah or Murray."
The nearest outpatient oncology units to Murray are in
Nashville, Tenn., and Paducah,
Ky., which creates the necessity
for extensive travel which at
times can be uncomfortable and
even painful.
When it is more convenient for
a person to receive treatment in
Murray, the patient can request
a referral to4the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Outpatient Oncology Unit.
"Making the transition to practicing in Murray was easy since
I knew and went to school with
many of the physicians on the
medical staff," Dr. Winkler said
smiling. "The entire hospital
staff has been very pleasant and
cooperative in meeting my
needs."
Dr. Winkler received his
medical degree from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1973. He completed
his residency in internal

medicine at the University of
Louisville in 1975 where he was
the chief resident. Upon graduation, he began private practice of
general internal medicine in his
hometown of Central City, Ky.

"My commitment
lies in providing
quality care to those
in need of
chemotherapy."
Since 1978, he has gained a vast
amount of experience working
with such offices as the Troyer
internal
(general
Clinic
medicine), Veterans AdministraCenter
Medical
tion
(hematology/oncology), National
Cancer Institute (Navy Medical
Oncology Branch) and Western
Kentucky Hematology and Oncology.Group.

or Heart"
aspect of good
ofintereetto peo• Sulanne $0040Y•
ws and director
,win dilates
advents.** of
and foods to

Hospital and Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah, Ky. Currently, he
serves as the medical advisor of
the McCracken County Unit of
the American Cancer Society.
Patients wishing to take advantage of this service should check
..with their attending physician,
call the hospital at (502) 753-5131,
or call Dr. Winkler's office using
the toll free numbers provided:
1-800-633-1178 (in state) or
1-800-626-5435 (out-of-state)',,

Awn* Mathis, RA.,Will present "SIMS end Your
relating the deneeregs
sines* hasan the cerflimealligler
*Whim as*fan some eriffrabblif.
A few relaxation techniques to
relieve stress will also be
demonstrated.
Participants will receive an
overview of the benefits various
typesof exercise have on the cardiovascular system durtha
Shirley Limb's presentation,
"Physical Fitness and Your
Heart." Ms. Lamb,a registered
nurse is supervisor of the MCCH
Cardiac Rehab Center end coat'
dinator of theCrItical Care unit.
A "hearty" lunch will be
available for ell participwk. The
meal will be served buffet style
and Will include baked cornIsh
NNW wild rice, whole wheatinns,
steetnint broccoli spears, honeyglazed corms, fresh spinach
soled,Meetfood cake with fruit
topaing, Ice tee and coffee,
~Oho registration is free.
The oily chard* le S4 per person
for the buff** Mei and free
recipes white available for each
Rem oft the menu.
itemise seating tenacity is
RinitoR,call MO 7$34131,inctenSion 101. now to reserve your
seat(s) for the Nov. IS Cardiovascular Workshop.

The former Gloria Tandy of
Princeton, Ky., is his wife and
they have two sons, Keith, 14, and
Michael, age 10.

' The American Board of Internal Medicine certified Dr.
Winkler in 1976 and in 1983, he
received certification in the
subspecialty olmedical oncology.
Dr. Winkler also has hospital
privileges at Western Baptist

Ar

"Adding an oncologist to our
medical staff is somettritig of
which we are very proud," Mr.
Poston emphasized."We realize
the benefits that this service
brings to the residents of our area
and we hope they will take advantage of its convenient location
whenever possible. The initial
response to Dr. Winkler's clinic
here in Murray has been much
greater than we expected and the
patients have expressed appreciation for not hbwing to travel
in oncology
long distances to
services."

Dr. Charles Winkler, Cancer Specialist

November Health Calendar
Health Express

Miracle
1.0

Moments

Maternity Service
Early Prenatal Class
The class is for the parents-to-be in the first trimester of
pregnancy. Topics are nutrition, exercise, fetal development,
danger signs of pregnancy, and common discomforts of
pregnancy. To register for the two weekly classes, call (502)
753-5131, ext. 144 or 753-6821. Classes are held Saturday,
November 1 and 8 from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the MCCH Third
Floor Classroom.
Breastreeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and request
a class date and information. Then, watch for the calendar in
the Murray Ledger and Times for class date. Dial (502) 753-5131,
ext. 144.
Refresher Class
A two-session brush-up class for parents who have attended
previous prepared childbirth classes. The class reviews hospital
routines and new birthing options on Monday, November 10 and
17 from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the MCCH Third Floor Classroom.
To register, call (502) 753-5131, ext. 144.
Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery.
To register for the four weekly classes, call (502) 753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821. The Thursday sessions are November 6, 13, 20
and Tuesday, November 25. Class meets in the MCCH Third
Floor Classroom from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Health Express will be offering free
screenings as indicated by
the number of asterisks.
*Blood gressure, diabetes
and anemia
**Blood pressure and
glaucoma
It is important to fast for
two hours before being
screened for diabetes to
achieve accurate results.
Colo-rectal cancer screening kits are available on
the Health Express at all
stops for a $4 charge.
November 4, Tuesday
•Bumpus Mills*
Farmer & Merchant's Bank
9-11 a.m.
*Dover*
Uncle Joe's Discount
12:30-2:30 p.m.
November 5, Wednesday
•Kirksey*
First United Methodist Church
1-3 p.m.
November 8, Thursday
*Murray*
Big John's
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Cesarean Birth Class
The class prepares parents for cesarean birth whether anticipated or unexpected. To register call (502) 753-5131, ext. 144
or 753-6821. The class is held Monday, November 24 at 7 p.m.
in the MCCH Private Dining Room.

November 11, Tuesday
*Murray*
Ellis Center
9-11 a.m.
*Lynn Grove*
Crawford's Service Station
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercises specifically
designed for the muscles involved in childbirth. Call the chief
physical therapist, Tress Heltsley, for an individual appointment. Dial (502) 753-5131, ext. 144.
Sibling Class
The one-session class introduces expectant brothers and sisters
to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister. They will
explore their feelings about a new baby and see babies in the
nursery. To register for the class please call (502) 753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821. The class is held on Tuesday, November 11 at
2 p.m. and as requested.

November 12, Wednesday
*Stella*
Stella Grocery
1-3 p.m.
•
November 13, Thursday
•Dresden*
Court Square
9-11 a.m.
•Palmersville*
Branch Weakley Co. Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Noveinber 18, Tuesday
*Dexter*
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 a.m.
*Brewers*
Bohannon's Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

November 19, Wednesday
*Murray*
Duncan's Grocery (94E)
1-3 p.m..
November 20, numbly
*Water Valley"
M & W Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
•Pilot Oak*
Pilot 0a,k Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
November 25, Tuesday
*Murray*
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. anil 1-3 p.m.

Cardiovascular Workshop

November 20, 1986

Cancer Support Group
The cancer support group is for cancer patients, their family
and friends. It meet every Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Private Dining Room.
Bereavement Support Group
Informal weekly group meetings for anyone experiencing grief
from a recent loss will be from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. every
Wednesday in the Education Unit on the Third Floor of the
Murray-Calloway County Education.
•
Alsbeimer's Support Group
Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an educational program entitled "Progressive stages of confusion in
Alzheimer's Patients" presented by Lisa Ray, R.N., on
November 11. The support group will meet for group discussion
on Tuesday, November 25. Both meetings will be in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Private Dining Room from 4:30 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m.

November is National
Alzheimer's Disease
Awareness Month

Community Events

w

Support Groups

All interested persons are invited to attend and learn more
about the cardiovascular system and the treatment of coronary artery disease. Find out how stress, exercise and diet
affects the heart This workshop is free of charge and will
begin with registration at 8: 15 a.m. and end at 1:30 p.m. on
Saturday, November is, at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital in the Third Floor ClassroOm. Due to limited seating,
please reserve a seat(s) by calling (502) 753-5131, extension
103. A "hearty" lunch will be available at a $4 charge per
person.

Diabetes Education
Living With Diabetes
Weekly meetings for diabetics and their family and friends conducted by a registered nurse will be held in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Third Floor Classroom every Wednesday at
2:00 p.m.
Diet And Diabetes
Learn the importance diet can make in the life of a diabetic by
attending a meeting from 2-3 p.m. in the Hospital's Third Floor
Classroom every Tuesday. The class is conducted by a
registered dietitian.

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COL NTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street

Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 753-5131
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HARVEST
OF VALUES
WHOLE BOSTON Burr SLICED INTO

•

•

•

•

•

3
‘%.

•

•
r

IT'S HARVEST TI

III

STAR KIST

TUNA

CAN

"WA

-

MTN ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

rIONEY COMBS
14 OL BOX

$

89

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

•

4

1

PRAIRIE FARMS

0

COTTAGE
CHEESE isoz
WITII ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

90

suff
®9
90
DETERGENT
42 OZ.
SOX
WITH ONE

3 uf000 FOR LESS" BONUS

TE

GRADE A LARGE

EGGS
DOZEN
15 -111 MINX
. Vint ONE FILLED -moo
OR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH ONE FRIED "F000 FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

•
•

•

•
•

4
.41

GOOD & FRESH
FIG BARS

79°

140L PKG.

PARADE SUGAR

FROSTED FLAKES
PARADE

RAISIN BRAN
LEWIS BAKE SHOP

FRIED PIES
PARADE

FLOUR

BIG2002. BOX /99
$1 99
BIG2002. BOX is

A. $10°
4.
'
79
LB. BAG

PARADE

TOMATO JUICE

460Z.CAN89

COMM FAMES
OLEO

!WRY JACK EXTRA ucorr

PANCAKE MIX
. r

dhlitkiktilidi&146444

„

500
SAVE
CHECKOUT
AT THE

WHEN YOU BUY BOTH
5 lb. or larger Gold Medar
flour AND 40 oz. or larger
Bisquick"

OFF
=ON
1BAI.

5,0

UR

BISQU

Present this coupon at the checkout counter
with your purchase ol Sib a tarp* Gold
Medal° hour and 4001 a taper Brsgack•
and ream 5C4 oll your purchase

10-2746 Vans 11-246
ONLY AT 116111101$
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QUALITY REATS. FOR 7- LESS
„.;

OR,

MAPLE OR

OKY LINKS looz.
MARKET MADE FRESH

ENERS

$I 59
LB. la

ROPE SAUSAGE
ROLLED AND TIED

$169
AB

LB.

BONELESS PORK ROAST
MRS. WEAVER ECONOMY

39
$1 39

130Z.$

SUPERTR
TOFREAD
PIMEN
BIG

AB

LB.

!MESS PORK STEAK

120Z.$219

SAUSAGE PATTIES
RUDY FARMS

120L$219

SAUSAGE & BISCUITS
RUDY FARMS

$199

SAUSAGE & CHEESE BISCUITS

12 OZ.

Ai

FRESH MARKET MADE

BOSTON BUTT WHOLE OR HALF

PORK
SAUSAGE

PORK ROAST

MILD
OR HOT

•

1,19
LB.

4
.
I

k

.-

..
muman.21••
*mar.

„.

.

IT'S HARVEST
TIME AT

UBBY
PUMPKIN

OWSOND

ALUMINUM
FOIL

16 OL CAN

25 FT.ROLL

ARS,IfiNIALLOWS
100L
RAG

arsomau.ows
-

59

4/=7-4.

HERSHEY MILK, ALMOND,
KIT KAY,GRANDSLAM,
& MR.GOODBAR

CANDY
BARS

UT OYSTER STEW

EMPRESS WHOLE

42

c
%PBARsu8 CRACKERS
FOR

98
79C

8 OZ. CAN

12 OZ.PKG.

MUSSEIJA AN

APPLESAUCE LEG.

25 OZ.111.89c

PARADE MEDIUM ELASTIC

DIAPERS

99
6
48 CT.$

oNTATO
B px
i

CHIPS
4

IN STORE
JELLY BISMARKS
DEVILS FOOD CAKE

DONUTS
SUCED BUTTER

CRUST BREAD
ORANGE

SHERBET CAKE
CREME HORNS

DINNER ROLLS

mycke

KRAFTS 1000 ISLAND,FRENCH & CATAUNA

POURABLE
'DRESSING
6OL

7440Z.•4.

4F..9T
3F0.79c
La.89c
id,
-N-209
r(699
3
12F.99c
MM.

•

'1..b.PPOOlb•P•••••poup,,,•‘••••

‘,•

•

•

dr

•

tLi

t•
.44 gml

/70/[if ES/ '

•-•

UTE FLUFF
-*

BISCUITS.'
8 OL
CAN

FISHER

SANDWICH MATE
wank% MOON COLBY OR CHEDDAR CHEESE
KRAFF SUED

MOZARELLA

2 LB. BOX$199
10 OZ.PKG.$199

$299

160L

PARADE

SPREAD OLEO

139
'
3LB.PLASTIC BOWL

DANNON

YOGURT
8OL

it4till(,`
••••••.

2.89

•

.•

FROZEN FOOD TO FILL YOUR TABLE
io
E iN tN ON
"
THE COB9

1

6 COBS IN PACKAGE

PEPPERIDGE FARMS CHOC.

FUDGE CAKE

SICLE BRAND

POPSICLES
OZARK FROZEN

MEAT PIES

$199
170L

'
69
3.$1-91

6 CT.PKG.

-

BUTCHER BOY

BURRITOS

OL2FOlts"
Ili

-.7.•••

,

•

^

t•

• a-

ek.

FRESH HARVEST TIME
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
APPLE

$

CIDERBoTTLE
CIDERGALLON

•

49
1
1

MICHIGAN RED OR GOLDEN
DEUCIOUS OR JONATHAN

APPLES

1199

U.S. FANCY0

5

LB. BAG
TEN COLE RED

FRESH SALTED OR ROASTED

MICHIGAN JONATHAN FOR tRICK

PEANUTS

APPLES NALEBtasrcTTN799 RADISHES

200Z. BAG$199

1 LB. BAG69°

WANT TO BUY FOOD FOR LESS?

A LOT LESS?
YOU CAN WITH THOSE FREE FOOD FOR LESS CERTIFICATES AT
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